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Getting the job

"Everyone in the store immediately took to
Anthony and him to them as well," said O'Brien
in a memo to Heath about Anthony's enthusiasm, people skills and high-energy approach to
the job. "I don't know if it whs coincidental, but
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
busineBB picked up at the time Anthony started
S.OITS EDITOR
and got progressively better during his internship to the point that the
is up more than
erry Anthony has an innate quality to 30 percent for August."
get noticed.
Anthony was also responsible for the visual
Known as "T.A." by his friends and aids on the displays, keeping up with hot items
teammates, the 6'1", 215-pounder's vocal, confi- and scheduling men's department employees.
dent personality has always turned heads dur- His work experience taught him that concening Racer practices and basically everywhere tration and a strong work ethic is required to
else on the Murray State campus during his succeed in life as well as in football.
four years here.
"Just going through the internship helped me
But beginning with his first major stint of to realize that in life, like football, you go
playing time at defensive end during the Racer through ups and downs," said Anthony, who
football team's 11-1 Ohio Valley Conference made four tackles, including a quarterback
championship season last year, Anthony's sack, during MSU's 44-41 double-overtime loss
charisma has become more focused and mature. to Western Kentucky Saturday at Stewart
The senior marketing major from Louisville, Stadium. "Things don't always go your way, but
who was honored as one of the Racers' four cap- you still have to keep working at it."
tains this season, made an impact off the field
A member of head coach Houston Nutt's ftrst
this summer by completing a 10-week intern- recruiting class at MSU, Anthony has taken
ship as a merchandise manager at the Nutt's teachings to he11rt in tenns of preparing
Southland Terrace JCPenney in Louisville.
for the future and representing the University
Selected as a management trainee summer as a true student-athlete.
"Perfonn~ce in class is important because
intern following an on-campus interview with
what
you do off the field shows up on the field ,"
Murray JCPenney manager Wayne Heath,
Anthony
said. "Coach Nutt tells us that football
Anthony impreBBed JCPenney district manager
is
here
for
four years, but not everyone is good
.Jack O'Brien with his handling of the purchasing and sales of merchandise in the men's
See ANTHONY/ 19
department.

Anthony sets strong
pace on and off field

Profile ranks
University as
very competitive
BY SARAH WIGHT
AsSISTANT NEWS
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More selective admission
standards has earned Murray
State classification as a very
competitive four-year college in
Barron's Profiles of American
Colleges 1996-1997 edition.
This is the first year that the
University has been selected as
a very competitive school.
Phil Bryan, dean of admissions, said the award was
given because of the quality of
the freshman class that
entered in the fall of 1995.
"In recent years we've upped
our admission standards and
that has gone a long way to
making us a more competitive
institution,"
said
John
McDonald, director of marketing and uublic relations.
Barron's guide gives detailed
descriptions of nearly 1,600

Danny
itor
Racer defensive end Terry Anthony, a senior marketing major
from Louisville, Is ready for game days and school days.

See BARRON'S/19

Fire safety growing concern with Greek housing
Bv SARAH WIGHT
• A SSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

For many Greeks. fratei"J}ity
and sorority houses are a place
to go where tJw door is alway~
open and you ean haJW out for
hours with friends, but are
Greeks safe in their homes
away from home?
The safety of fraternity and
sorority houses has become a
national issue after the deaths
of five students in a fire at the

Phi Gamma Delta Fraternity
house at the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill
last May.
Murray State has had its own
lbare af ftn ~ 8oMB
alumni members of Sigma Phi
Epsilon still remember the
night that their house was
destroyed by an electrical fir:e.
No one has ever been seriously injured or killed in a fire at
any MSU's fraternity or sorority house, however, not every-

Wage increase
impact uncertain
Hopkinsville, works in the
Career Services Department,
making $107 every two weeks
What can you buy with one but points out that it still docshour's worth of work? Maybe n't cover her $217.50 rent.
"value meal number four" if
Many others also participate
you're making minimum wage. • in federal or Univers ity
But hold on hard laborers, employment programs.
Of
the
soon you can
thz:ow in a
money paid to
W e are waiting
the students
pack of gum "
(the
cheap
regulations from the on
federal
kind,
of
work- s tudy
course).
Department
programs, 75
On Aug. 21,
Education to find out percent
is
1e g isla t ion
about any additional paid by the
passed, raisfederal goving the minifederal dollars
the ernment: the
mum wage 90
work-study programs. other 25 per"
cent is covcents over two
years.
ered by the
The
law
Jan Kind University .
takes effect
St ude nts
Oct. 1 and
working for
raise
i n d i vi d u a I
will
minimum wage to $4.75, with a departments are paid by that
second stage raising it to $5.15 department from its budget.
Jan Kind, assistant director
by September 19~7.
Martin Milkman, associate for student employment, said,
professor of economics, said the "We are waiting for regulations
increase might reduce the from the Department of
number of hours students Education to find out about any
work, but overall it's positive.
additional federal dollars for
Lea Ruddell, senior from the work-study programs."

one is convinced that this luck
will hold out indefinitely.
Fire Marshall Artie Haneline
said there ~ sevei'jl problems
that make the houses potent.lally claftgenJUL
"1've done the best I can do
with what fve got. Most of the
houses are old houses that
weren't built for apartment
s tyle living," Haneline said.
"They were built for 1 or 2 families, and they were built before
all the current fire and safety

regulations and there is minimal things that can be done to
improve them. They don't n}ach
a•ything like the current fire
protection regulations for new
buildinp. That's why we streas
smoke detec:tora and early
warning so at least they'll have
some warning in a fire."
Only three of the 10 houses
Haneline inspects are built
under current fire prevention
codes, and only one house has a
sprinkler system.

The Greeks living in the taken very seriously by the city
hou.aea, both new and old, feel of Murray. The fraternity and
that their houses are fairly IIOI'Ority bowsea are given an
safe.
annual safety inspection in
The Sigma Phi Epsilon house which they are ehet ked (dr
ia over 70 years old but compliance with 59 regulations
President Jeremey ~cKeel said from the Kentucky Fire
he ia confident tbit their house Prevention Codes. The houses
does not have any major safety are inspected under the same
problems.
regulations as donns and
"I don't worry about it. I feel apartment complexes.
our house is pretty safe," said
"We generally have problems
McKeel.
See FIRE SAFETY/ 19
Fire safety regulations are

BABYFACE

BY jENNIFER SACHARNOSKI
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Andy Lee/Senior Photographer
Vicky Marsh, non-traditional student from H urray, takes a break from he r weaving class to entertain her IS-month-old daughter.
The class Is held in Lovett Audito rium.

~ollege ~ife

Still waiting

Safety first

fter more than two years, construction on Woods
Residential College still has not begun
ue to projected costs going over the
llotted budget

3
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Sports
Downs but not out

Staying safe is a matter of knowledge, good judgement
and most of all, personal responsibility.

9
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Tailback Anthony Downs will try
to help the Racers
rebound against
Southern Illinois.

15
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Volunteering in the·community

Friday, September 13
•Plant Sale - The Murray State University Horticulture Club, in the
Curris Center.
•Cinema International - Presents "Burnt by the Sun," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Admissio[l free.

Saturday, September 14
•Show - Arts and Crafts Show, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., and 10 a .m. to 4
p.m. on Sunday, West Kentucky Exposition Center. $1 park1ng fee.
For more information call (502) 383-2248.
.Conce rt - The Lake-Land Apostolic Church of Murray gospel concert, 7 p.m., North 16th Street. For more information call759·1602.
•Fa ir - Health Fair, 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., Murray Calloway County
Library. Public invited. For more information call 759·2542.
•Performance • Racer Marching Band performance, 7 p.m.,
Stewart Stadium.
.Cinema International - Presents "Burnt by the Sun," 7:30 p.m.,
Curris Center Theater. Admission free.

Business after hours opening .
The Center for Continuing Education and Academic Outreach
has opened the Business Mter Hours office in room 105 of the
Business Building.
For evening and weekend students, the Business After Hours
office will be open Monday through Thursday from 4 to 6:30
p.m. and on Saturdays from 9 a.m. to n'oon.
Brochures, schedules, applications and other Murray State
University materials are available. For more information call
762-5403.

Monday, September 16
•Meeting · College Republicans meeting, 4:30p.m., Barkley Room.
Curris Center.

Tuesday, September 17

Faculty showcase recital
Andy lee/Senior Photographer

Chun-Ping Uu, graduate student from Taiwan, e njoys a game of
table te nnis insid e t he Curris Cente r gam e room. The game room
offe rs students a chance t o take a break between classes.

Professor receives award

Returning to college workshop
The Adults Belong in College (ABC> workshop for the adult or
non-traditional student is scheduled on Tuesday, Oct. 1, from 6
to 9 p.m., in the Mississippi Room, of the Curris Center.
The workshop is designed for people who have been out of
school a number of years and are thinking of either beginning or
returning to college to earn an undergraduate degree.
Reservations must be made by Monday, Sept. 30. For more
information call 762-4150.

Thomas Miller, professor in the department of educational
leadership and counseling and the department of psychology has
been named the 1996 recipient. of the International A~ard for
Consultation in Psychology of the American Psychological
Association.
Miller received the award during the 104th annual American
Psychological Association convention. The convention was held
in Toronto, Canada. Miller was recognized for his outstanding
contributions to the field of consulting psychology.
He received his bachelor's degree from St. John Fisher College
in Rochester, N.Y., a master's degree from the University of
Scranton in Pennsylvania and a doctoral degree from the State
University of New York. ·

fJI'Z£~4WJ&l~~
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f]Jfu,ne, 767 - 0760
*AVEDA skin care now available
can today for your appointment

Located 64:1. South Puryear, TN

a~1.a e f"Jh.e'La

247-5796

Half-Hour........ .......... .
One Hour......... .......... $35

*Bar-B-Q & Pizza
*Pool Tables
*Dart Boards
*Video GaJD.es
*Large Screen TV

cfb_oma ~team fJh.e.'Lapjj:

dVaJ Ca'Le:
Pedicure ......................... $20

I·NAIL ADDRESSES
News ....................msunews@ldd.net
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Sports .••,...... _ •......msuspor1@ldd.nel
Viewpoint ............................~................~
msuvlew@msumusik.mursuky .edu
GeneraVcaJendar ........thenews@ldd.net

Thls newspaper Is a member of
Associated Collegiate Pre%, Columbia
ScholastiC Press Association, Kentucky
Press Association, and Kentucky
Intercollegiate Press Association.
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Fall 1996 Employment
Opportunities
\Yith University Housing
The Murray State University Housing office has the
following employment opportunities for
·
students this semester!

Residence Hall
Security Guard

Contact Terry Burgess at 2310 for more information.

Sigma ·rau Gamma

CET_C(~E
\]E)U$1

READER INFORMATION
OW TO CALL US
News................................... .762·4468
College Ufe ..........................762-4480
Sports ..................................762·4481
Bulletin Board ......................762·4478
Photography ........................762·4478
Advertising ..........................762·4478
Viewpomt.............................762·4468
Adviser ................................762·2998
· Fax .......................................762·3175

Thursday, September 19
•Reading Series - Ann Neelon, a faculty member in the English
department, 7:30p.m., will read poetry from her new book, Main
Reading Room, Pogue Library. Public invited.
•Meeting - Alcoholics Anonymous University group, 6:30 p.m. 3rd
floor, Ohio Room, Curris Center.

to the residents of Murray State University Housing. The
Residence Hall Security Guard works from midnight until 8 a.rn. in
the residence halls. The Residence Hall Secunty Guards arc
responsible for helping maintain the security of the residence hall
by conductmg security checks and assi~ting res1dcnts wtth
concerns. Applicants must be a full-time student.

Mirll. ....................... ... $15
Basic ............. ............. $25

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071·3301
Worfd Wide Web htt ://www.thenews.or

Wednesday, September 18
•Fair - Book fair, sponsored by Kappa Delta Pi and National
Education Association · Student Programs, 8 a .m. to 4 p.m., room
423, Wells Hall.
•Meeting - Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7 p.m. , Curris Center
Theater.

an integml part of the security services provided

qaC?.laf1.:

Monday thru Saturday 8 a.m. - midnight

•Elections · Elizabeth College elections for collegiate officers.
Offices to be filled include vice president, secretary/treasurer, mem·
ber at large and representatives to the Residence College
Association. Voting will be in the north lobby of Elizat1eth College.
•Elections - Robert H. White College election. Positions include
Residential College Council members, Residential College
Association representatives, SGA representatives, and
Homecoming Queen nominee. Voting will be in the piano lounge of
White College.

The Residence Hall Security Guard position ts

20 minute Session .. ........ ........ $10

M
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching for volunteers among students, faculty and staff.
• The Family Resource Center's Community Resource Fair is
Sept. 28. Volunteers are needed two weeks before the fair to sort
clothes and to help at the fair.
• The Kentuckians Girl Scouts are looking for volunteers to
help with weekly troop activities throughout the year.
• The Murray State University Tutoring Program needs tutors
in English and mathematics.
• Murray/Calloway Country Hospital needs volunteers to greet
and meet new patients.
For more information about volunteering this semester call
Shannon Hall at 762-6117.

The Murray State department of music faculty members will
perform in the annual University faculty showcase recital on
Tuesday, Sept. 24, at 8 p.m., in the Farrell Recital Hall of the
Doyle Fine Arts Center. Admission is $5 for adults and $3 for
students.
The recital will also mark the resumption of live concert
broadcasts on 91.3 WKMS-FM. The recital also serves as a
departmental scholarship concert.
For more information call 762-4288.

The Murray State News

ISTRIBUTION POINTS

AT THE ALLIANCE BmLE CHURCH!

The Murray State News Is distnbuted
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a.m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus·
Curris Center, Wtnslow Cafetena, Wells
Hall. Sparks Hall, Wilson Hall, Business
Bu1lding, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

We're New! Founded in 1993, our desire is to be contemporary in
worship, while learning how God's Word still applies relevantly to
today's daily struggles.
We're small enough to get to know you as an individual and encourage
you in your spiritual walk with Christ while our ministry grows in
reaching the community.
We believe the strength to survive life's-daily grind comes in finding
that Christ wants a personal daily presence in our life.
We're lnterdenominatlonall People have come from many different
backgrounds and churches to call the Alliance their church home.
Hence, the name: an "Alliance" of believers.
We're Worldwide! As part of The Christian and Missionary Alliance,
we cover the globe with churches in all 50 states and ministries in over
50 countries.

OFF.CAMPUS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Friends and alumni may-subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762·2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491 . Aone year subscription is $10
payable In advance.

Worship Service ............................ 10:30a.m.

PRINTING

Meeting at:

This newspaper is printed on recycled
newspnnt at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell Ave .• Murray, Ky. 42071 .
Photolithography work appearing In
rhe Murray State News is produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
University s Printing SerVices.
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Weaks Community Center
7th & Poplar St.
Church Phone 753-6565

-

Monday
IFC Hotdoggcr

Tuesday
What is Sig Tau? Pizza 7-9 p.m..
Hart College Coffee 'House

Wednesday
Bowling and Billiards
6-8 p.m., Curris Center Game Room

Thursday
Casino Night
7-9 p.m.. Ha~t College Coffee House

Friday
Formal Smoker (Invitation only)

~

Saturday
Volleyball and Cookout
1-4p.m., at the court behind Winslow Cafcteri<~

Sunday

Rides Available From Campus - Call the Church Office

~·

Fraternity

,.

0

-

Bid Night

;

a
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Costly college

'
September4

10:51 a.m. Parking problem on the north side of Special Education

Project bids for Woods College over budget
BY MANDY W O LF
N EWS EonOR

As many students returned

to campus to find unwanted
roommates and cramped living
space, one residential college
awaits renovations scheduled
to begin this year and to be
completed in 1997.
Woods College, located next
to Ordway Hall, has stood
empty since renovat ion plans
for the building first came
under way in 1994.
Paula Hulick, dir ector of the
University housing office, said
the construction bids given by
the
Louisville
fi r m
of

lion for the Woods College pro·
ject. Bids came · in at an esti·
" It doesn't give us any mated $6.3 million, said presioption. All we can do dent Kern Alexander.
"It's the architect's responsiis urge and appeal.
bility and the state's to bring
the price down and to do it
promptly," Alexander said.
"Mostly the internal configuration will have to revert back to
Kern Alexander the long hallways without the
pod concept."
The original plans called for
Arrowsmith, Rapp and Judd, suite-style apartments, or
came in over budget , causing "pods," whicn include three or
plans to be entirely redone.
four bedrooms leading into a
"At this point we haven't commons area, a bathroom and
come up with an alternative a kitchen.
plan," Hulick said.
Alexander
said
the
The state had allowed $5 mil·

"

University will suffer signifigant fmancialloss if the college
is not finished by Aug. 1997.
"It doesn't do us any good to
get into the building in the middle of the term," he said.
The college is designed for
278 rooms, and each will cost
approximately $1400 a year for
students.
Alexander is writing a four·
page letter to the state department of education in hopes that
the project will be excelerated.
"We believe the architects
can re-draw it in a reasonable
amount of time," he said. "It
doesn't give us any option. All
we can do is urge and appeal.•

University receives permission to buy lot
B Y MANDY W OLF
NEWS EDITOR

The University has received
permission from the Board of
Regents to purchase a house lot

located at 1609 112 Hamilton
Ave., behind the Public Safety
building.
Tom Denton, director of
accounting and finance, said
the University will'start negoti-

ating a price for the house with
the current owners soon.
He also said that if the lot is
purchased, it could be used for
addition parking, although he
did not say for which color clas-

sification the lot will be zoned.
"At this point, we haven't
even bought it yet," Denton
said. "If we do, it will probably
be used for parking or for green
space."

Building - vehlde blocking other vehicles - towed.
7:41 p.m. Lieutenant David DeVoss removed a snake from the vehicle
of a young woman at the Public Safety Offica.
8:50 p.m. Gretchen L. Keyser of Murray, was charged with transporting
alcoholic beverages In a dry local option territory.

September 5

2:30 a.m. John E . Crowson of Wicldiffe was charged with alcohol intoxication in a public place and disorderly conduct. He was lodged in the
Calloway District Jail.
3:27 a.m. Two MSU students brought an elderly lady into Public Safety.
She was found wandering around and disoriented in the College Courts
area. Officers took her to Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
11 :01 p.m. Citation Issued to Andrea M. Baggarley for improper registration plate and no insurance.
September 8

9:05 a.m. Faculty Hall - report of a female student passed out. Officers
responded,

as well as a nurse from Health Service.

12:19 p.m. Steve Goodman (equipment manager of Carr Health) report·
ed the theft of a bathing suit from a locker room.
.. :30 p.m. Bicycle accident - Richard Rankin reeked his bicycle coming
down the Science Building hill. Transported by ambulance to MurrayGalloway County Hospital.
3:34 p.m. Minor auto accident in the Curris Center parking lot. No
Injuries.
9:34 p.m. Phillip A. Jones arrested for DUI - refused consent to tests for
alcohol in the blood. Was lodged in Calloway District Jail.
9:42 p.m. Kelly J. Jones charged with speeding 50 mph in a 25 mph
zone.
11 :10 p.m. Elijah C. Lossner charged with disorderly conduct - breaking
glass bottles in the Pedestrian Mall area.
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.
'

Therapeutic .1vt.assage

NION BI&(H

./ Reduce Stress
./ Increase Mental Clarity
./ A Relaxed State of Alertness
./Calming Effect on Busy Minds

Tanning & Storage Rental

812 Whltnell Drive

31

753·3333
753·3853

:For an appoint m·ent or more
information ca[[ !!(on to[f-jree:
800-847-4075
MastercardNisa accepted

HUNTING
FOR

@

B.B;~ ·Se~-i;.~d~nns
WE'VE MOVED

_________ ____ ...

TO TOWN!

any New or Used ape

I

(Coupon expires 9/27 /96)

(Sing l es & Maxis not Included)

500 - A Maple St.

I

(Across from the United Methodist Church
just off the Court Square)

pha Sigma Alpha
annual
Softball
Saturday
•
Sept. 21
ast day to register
....c~Sept.14

767-9744
u

117 S. 4th St.
753-4087

East Main
Cadiz, KY. 42211
(502) 522-7875

Stop in and check out our wide selection of
........... .... rifles, shotguns, pistols and accessories.
New Hours: Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.- 5 p.m. & Sunday 1 - 5 p.m.

•2 eggs •Bacon or Sausage
•Hash Browns • Biscuits & Gravy

ONLY

$1.85

Don't Miss Our . ..

NOON
BUFFET
(Across from Sparks Hall)
100 South 15th St. (753-6712)
Bible Class 9a.m., Worship Service 10: 15a.m.
Lutheran Studcrlt Fellau:ship meetings Ott Sunday, ortd Thu.rsdoy nigllts.

762-4943
762-4938

We Accept Visa & Mastercard
Brent & Carol Brown - Owners

Everyday - 6 'til 11 a.m.

Immanuel Lutheran Church

For more information
please call:

11 a.m. 'til 2 p.m.
•Meats • vegetables
•s alads •Homemade Rolls

ONLY

$3.95

sTUdents wHo DroP
out Of sC Hool
dO so dUe tO
FiNanCial pRObleMs!
doN't bE a sTatiStiC,
Get yOur deGrEe,
wiTh tHe help oF
oUr pRogrAms ... CAII
wkEntUcKvgUaRd tOdAy!
;!nAtiOnaL

1·888-KY GUARD
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VIEWPOINT
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Murray State on
the right track
For the second coosecutive week, the Murray State
News has on its front page a story about high praise
the University is getting. Last week, it was anumber two ranking for value of southern regional universities. This week, its Barron's college profile,
which ranks MSU as very competitive, the only such
ranking in Kentucky.
We often take shots at the administration, and
most of the time it is well deserved, in our opinion.
However, in this scenario, the administration
deserves praise. Through increased recruiting
efforts, the enhancement of financial aid programs,
and rising admission standards, the administration,
under Kern Alexander's guidance, has produced a
better educational atmosphere. For that, they
deserve congratulations.
However, all these honors cannot be turned into a
reason to stop moving forward. There is work yet to
be done, which to Alexander's advantage he has
already begun working on. Retention is too low, and
needs to see increases soon. Residential colleges are
overcrowded; it is all well and good to bring in a
large class of great students, but make sure you
have somewhere to put them. These are but a couple
of problems facing this or any other university.
. Those quibbles aside, Alexander and his administration should enjoy this praise being heaped on
them. But they need to remember that because they
are being told they are doing a good job, it is no reason not to attempt to do a better one.

Exciting game,
apathetic crowd
At Murray State's first football game Saturday, a
few things could have gone better. The final score of
course, but the team as usual gave a Herculean
effort. Perhaps if the fans had done so, it wouldn't
have been so bad.
Tailgating before the game was unusually dead. It
has become quite the tradition on Saturdays in the
fall for a parking lot full of student-fans to toss a nice
little bash. But th~t is understandable, we guess,
being the first game and all.
What is not understandable is fans leaving a tied
game before it goes into overtime. What's the point
of going to a football game, sitting through 60 minutes of a dead-even game, only to leave before it's
decided. Though a full student section was a good
sign, it wasn't a very vocal crowd.
This is a team which had an undefeated regular
season last year, its first OVC championship in
many years, and dedicated the whole off-season to
trying to repeat it. While they weren't as successful
in their first week as we would have hoped, they still
gave it everything they had. We here at Murray
State have a football team we can be proud of. Now
let's get together a cheering section worthy of them.
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IQUOTES
Freedom is lost unless it is continually fought for.
P.B.S. Pinchback

Dissension is healthy, even when it gets loud.
Jennifer Lawson

What is essential is not that everyone shall speak, but that everything worth saying shall be said.
Alexander Meiklejohn
Our Constitution was not intended to be used by any group to foist its personal beliefs on the rest of us.
Katherine Hepburn

Editor
•
1ssues
challenge
What you don't know can
hurt you.
We here at this haven known
as
The
Murray
State News
would like to
let you in on
a
little
secret ...
there's a lot
hapth at
pens on this
campus that
you
don't
know about .
MANDY
y 0 u
don't know
WOLF
about themNews
Editor
because one
of two things
happens:
• You don't read the student
newspaper. I mean really read
it.
You'll scan the front page for
any scandalous stories and flip
through to see which of your
infamous friends made Police
Beat this week.
You'll scan the ads to look for
your sorority or fraternity or
upcoming parties.
You'll read the cryptic
Personal Ads, only to discover
that you need a Captain
America decoder ring to unlock
the mystery behind them.
If it was your television, you sands of people from thousands opinion I was thinking all 8,500
Then, you'll finally go over would watch it. If it was your of places. So I would assume we of us could generate in a week.
the sport stats (which I also telephone, you would talk on it. could come up with 1,000 to the But perhaps I ask too much.
need a decoder ring for ) and
If it was a second power worth of ideas,
But we are students, and we
you'll toss the newspaper into
stereo, you but alas, I am mistaken.
are busy. So maybe I should be
would annoy
the nearest trash can.
The way I see it this campus posing this whole hypethetical
I know this because I've seen
your neigh- is home to approximately question to the more learned
it. Okay, in reality I've actually
bor with it. 8,500 students. Granted, not members of our community.
done it a few times myselfBut it's your every one of us is capable of Yes. it's your paper too.
newspaper ... forming a complete and coherwith other school papers, of
Are the 300-plus faculty
so you do ent opinion on any given day of members just too busy to bothcourse.
nothing?
• Or, even worse than only
the week, but I would think as er sharing the wisdom gained
half-way reading the paper is
T h e a campus we could generate over many, many years in the
not reading it at all.
Murray maybe ...oh, I don't know... one? classroom? The faculty is
I can't tell you ho many times
State News
So again I have to again ask always all too happy to sh¥e
I've attempted to discuss someis the outlet myself, what's wrong?
its knowledge with us lowly
JONATHAN
thing about the University
for our camDoes the News not supply students, so I believe they
with friends and they say,
OI.MR
pus - this enough issues for discussion? If should branch out into this
"Wow! I didn't know that!"
EditOr-in<hief
lovely piece so, how about writing to us and wild, new medium.
Well, wow, I wonder why.
of cracked letting us know what it is you
Most importantly, everyone
My plea to you is to make an
concrete and think we're missing.
has to let us know what they
I may be wrong, but I think think. It's hard to be heard
effort to learn a little bit while beautification malls that we
you're here at this mecca we call our own. It houses thou- that could qualify for that one when you say nothing at all.
call the University.
Pop quiz: what was the first
story on the front page of this
newspaper? If you can't
remember, go back and look
Do you plan on voting this November? Why or why not?
(after you finish reading my
column, of course). It's an arti·
cle which every student at this
Unviersity should be proud of.
I know I can't urge you to go
to class, or to read your micr obiology chapter. I can barely do
it myself. Most of us are here
for a purpose, a common goal
called learning. Some are here
for great peach schnapps and
late-night runs to Pocket's, but
most are here to get ahead in
life.
So go out and do it. If you're
reading this, you've already got
Brady Siress
Beverly O'Neal
Sara Furlong
a copy of the paper. Go back,
start over, and read. Really
Senior, Kevil
Freshman, St. Louis
Freshman, Henderson
read.
And maybe, just maybe,
Yes. because I f eel I
No, because I real(v
,Yes. because I have
you'll learn a little bit, too.
don~ know about the
need to voice my
to put my voice in.

Mak_e your paper better

COI.I.EGE VIEWS

Send letters to the editor
to:
The Murray State News
111 Wilson Hall
2609 University Station
Murray, Ky. 42071

opinion and take

I'll p robably m te for

advamage of the free-

Dole.

elections.

doms that others

don't hare.
Photos and interviews b)' D.1nny Vowe ll
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Roll call a waste The sorry state of public education
people in the class.
Then there is PSY 180,
General Psychology. Packed
with vitamins, minerals, well
over 100 students and a policyconscious professor. Taking
attendance takes 10 to 15 minutes... a total waste of time. I
don't like being in class more
than anybody else, but if I have
to get up at the crack of dawn
(or close to it}, I don't like my
time wasted on something as
menial as roll call. I'd rather be
playing "NHL '95" and letting
Hartford, "the Whale," beat
Vancouver.
I can hear the rebuttal now:
"Higher attendance' percentages help raise grade point
averages." No sh*t? If people
have made it through 12 to 17
years of schooling and haven't
learned that basic fact for
themselves, then they need
much more help than a phone
call telling them to go to class.
I'm afraid to say that our
president has views of tpis
University that are way too
idealistic, if not completely
erroneous. Why not take the
money paid to these people in
charge of student attendance
and the money wasted by those
students
failing
courses
because of low attendance and
build a parking garage for
those of us who do go to class.
· But parking is a subject for
another time. This commentary
is about the attendance policy.
I have another question:
What is this phone call going to
accomplish?
"Hello."
· "Yes, this is the person .i n
charge of MSU attendance.
Wiil you please go to class?"
''Yeah. Sure." ·
"OK, thanks for your time.
Go Racers!"
"Later."
Wow, it brings a tear to the
eye doesn't it? The power of the
personal touch is unbelievable.

I remember my five-year-old
days with Ms. Baige trying to
keep
control:
"OK,
In
kids. Stop
My
eating the
paste. Snack
Opinion
time is in
minfive
utes. Stale
graham
crackers
and roomtemperature
milk
for
TIM
everyone!
SoLLIY
Then comes
nap time.
On-line
Editor
But first, I
have to take
roll . Sarah ... Lucky... Pierre..."
Boy, those were the days,
weren't they? Ro11ing out the
old mat and being forced to
sleep in class, having free food
and drink, plus all the glue you
could eat. Sadly, all of the
kindergarten aspects of school
are long gone. All except for the
taking roll part.
For those of you who do not
know, Kern Alexander, our
illustrious
president
and
founder of the Murray State
Crew Team, has mandated that
all professors take . roll during
each class period. The instructors then have to turn in
reports of student attendance
to someone who gets paid to be
in charge of student attendance. That person, or actually
those people, then look at these
reports and make phone calls
to those of us who have "unsatisfactory attendance."
Sure, this causes few, if any,
problems for most students.
Most professors either don't
know about the mandate from
"the Kernel" or have found that
fals ified attendance reports
will do just fine. Some professors teach classes where taking
roll onl.y takes a few seconds
because there are only eight

Government: mind
your own business
As if our nation's legislators
don't have enough other pressing issues to consider, 'the
Senate voted this week to forbid federal recognition of samesex marriages.
The bill in question, the
Defense of Marriage Act,
passed by a
whopping
In
85-14 marMy .
gin.
Our
friends
in
Opinion
the House
passed the
bill by a
similarly
sizable 5to-1 margin
in
July.
Now
the
CHRIS
bill
will
proceed to
BROWNING
President
Copy
Clinton,
Editor
who
has
said he will sign the bill.
Now I don't mean to defend
the concept of same-sex marriages because, quite frankly, I
neither understand or endorse
the idea. I'm a practicing heterosexual (and proud ofit), so 1
don't really have a dog in this
fight. Besides, what would you
buy a male couple for a wedding gift? His and his bath towels might work, but I've also
heard that toasters make a .
nice gift, too. Maybe 1 should
ask Ann Landers?
The reason I take issue with
this whole thing is that it really shouldn't concern Uncle Sam
at all.
When Congress does its part
to straighten out the budget
deficit, offer assistance to people seeking higher education,
revamp the welfare system,
resuscitate the Social Security
program, simplify the tax code
and eliminate the staggering
illegal immigration problem,
then maybe I could see the
point of worrying about such
!

-·

-*-

relatively esoteric matters as
same-sex marriages.
Besides, I wish someone
would clue me in as to who the
heck decided that congressmen
were the best-qualified judges
of morality. Unless I'm sadly
mistaken, isn't this is the same
Senate and House that brought
us such legends of morallyresponsible behavior as Ted
Kennedy and Mel Reynolds?
Now le.t me get this straight,
I guess this means it's OK to
get tanked on Scotch and
drown your date in an overturned car or make sexual
advances toward teenage
schoolgirls, but if you want to
marry within your sex you've
overstepped the bounds of good
judgment.
One of the things 1 like best
about congressmen is that they
make me feel better about my
behavior. When I think about
Carroll Hubbard writing rubber checks on the House bank,
I don't feel bad about the times
I called in sick to work because
I spent the previous night puking up that all-to-familiar combination of Tex-Mex food and
.Jose Cuervo (that's a plug).
But, as I noted before, I truly
don't care about the moral
implications of this whole
affair. As best I can tell it's not
my place to judge anyone about
their choices and for some
nutty reason I was under the
impression that was God's job.
I'm sure in their own mis·
guided way, our Senators and
Representatives probably feel
they have the best interests o
the great unwashed herd at
heart by dealing with matters
like same-sex marriages, but in
my opinion these congressmen
should be without sin before
casting the first stone.
Chris Browning is a graduate
assi.c;tant for the Murray State
News.
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In case you haven't heard, ~--------------------------------------------~~----~~--~~----~=------;
at mecca of culture and wisom known as Marshall
County
has
turned
back
In
the clock on
My
public education.
Opinion
Three
weeks
ago,
Superintendent Kenneth
Shadowen
ordered science textbooks
used ,i n the
C.D.
fifth and sixth
BRADLEY
grade confisViewpqint
cated. The reaEditor
son?
The
books covered
the big-bang theory but not the
Bible's version of creation.
The plot thickens. When students asked why their books
were being taken, teachers told
them they were not allowed to
know why. The pages which
t with the big-bang were
then glued together.
Apparently, the books caused
cern when the administranoticed that there were
whole pages devoted the
, beefed up from a few
in earlier editions.
The icing on the cake:
state law allows the
teaching of the Bible theory in
blic schools.
Now the last time I checked,
and state were sepawhich means, in this case,
no teaching the Bible in public
schools. Pretty simple. Yet
these people keep insisting L~~~~~~~~:::::=~:::!!~~!!::;:_:..!!;!.J.~
that's not exactly the case.
Folks, this isn't compl.~~ ..........
these people would be out- hypocrisy. Section two of KRS
In defense of their action, raged.
158.177 gives children the If parents want their chi
cials said that it wasn't
I remember in middle school right to answer test questions to learn something about
right to teach one and not the when we studied world cul- with the Bible's theory of cre- Bible, they should pull the
other. But creationism is being tures, we looked at their reli- ation, provided it agrees with selves away from watching
taught in churches, and that is gions and myths, including the instruction received. No fessional wrestling on TBS
where it belongs. The big-bang their theories of creation. I other religion is protected by teach them. Spend a little ti
won't be taught unless it is then thought they were ludi- this law.
with the children you profess
done in the schoollf. niS is.pot crous, but take a look at the
loving
so much and teach
Section three states that no
an attempt at fairness; it is a Bible's version: An omniscient teacher may stress any one something instead of just
way to keep from giving only man in the sky creates the religious belief. It seems this ing them to McDonald's when
one side of the argument.
entire world in six days. Yeah, would be impossible when you you don't want to cook.
It is a science book at issue that sounds like science to me. only teach one while slighting
These are the same
here. A preponderance of scienwho want the government
Bible theories have no place all the others.
tists back the big-bang theory in public school - period.
Section four is the real kick- stop regulating things li
in general, if not on the details. When the founders of this cr. It says that this law is "not shotguns and Marlboros (
However, two pages doesn't nation guaranteed us freedom to be construed as being a plug), yet they want the same
allow for much detail. So, in of religion, it meant freedom adverse to any decision which government to teach their chilone corner we have a general from religion, too. What hap- has been rendered by any court dren about God. The governtheory backed by evidence and pens when children of the of competent jurisdiction." ment can't deliver mail,
scientific opinion. In opposi- Muslim or Hindu faith (J know First of all, I think we can goodness sake. Don't give them
tion, we have a theory backed it's Marshall County; just pre- interpret laws for ourselves, another job they are incapable
by no scientific evidence whose tend) come home to tell their thanks. Also, why even tack of doing. Sit down yourselves
backers have only a chapter in parents they learned about a that on if it weren't adverse to and teach them about God,
a book written centuries ago to religion which was not their ·such decisions. Thirdly, this Buddha, or Kern , or whatever.
point to for proof. If we were own in a school supported by must mean the writers of this Just don't leave it up to
using science books written at their tax·dollars.
law doubt the Supreme Court's one else.
the same time as the Bible,
Herein lies the law's ultimate "competent jurisdiction."

to

Love's a manY splendored thing
Rolling out of your bed, or
couch in my case, every morning may be the greatest torture
' anyone can endure. Eyes burning, head spinning as you conjure up excuses as to why
you're late. Meanwhile, the
ever painful backup of urine
that is screaming to get out.
OK. you have relieved yourself, dribble dribble. and now it
is time to get on with the day.
For me, as of late, my days
have consisted
of shootin'
In
the
breeze
My
with anyone
who will lisOpinion
ten to most of
my lies and
stories .
While conversing,
I
tried to figure out what·
people really
MARK
want out of
DORR
life.
Columnist
If you
have never
really talked
to a bunch of people you don't
know at length, try it, it'~
enlightening. The topic that
rises to the top most often is the
emotional four letter word
many have trouble mustering
up the guts to say. No, it's not
those, I do realize thut I'm in

the "Bible Belt." The four letter
word I am speaking of is love.
Ouch, I apologize if I have
struck a nerve.
Love is the greatest of all the
emotions. Love is that breathless, fluttering feeling in the pit
of the stomach that some crave
with such ferocity that it may
prompt them to turn pale,
stand over a garbage can and
vomit. Trust me, I saw it happen last night and it made me
beg the question, why?
lt's not simple, because noone understands how to explain
the feeling, or why certain people make you feel that way; so I
won't try to serve up any
answers as to why society
enjoys it, but rather just let you
all know that it's all right to
realize that love is the most
important part of life.
A bass boat, Mercedes with
pink furry dice, and a mint condition copy of "Mallrats" seem
nonconscquential when compared to true love.
It has become more interesting as of late as I have watched
and listened to people talk and
stress over where they are
going in the future. News flash!
Take it easy, the world could
explode tomorrow.
Stop stressing and realize
that the reason why we roll out
of bed each morning docs not

revolve around money, interpersonal interaction, or finishing a work assignment to
please the boss.
It's sobering to think about it,
but the world will keep spinning, and the GNP will remain .
constant if one of us were to
leave this place tomorrow.
However, if you have one who
loves you dearly you can bet
that they will never be the
same. A part of them will die
each day that you don't spend
with them.
So, the next time you wake
up at 5:30 and are greeted by a
lethargic cat you are allergic to,
click on the shower so you will
smell pretty when you arrive at
the office only to be pushed
around by some underqualified
yuppie in loafers, look yourself
in the mirror, smile, and realize
there is a direct link to love.
Work involves money, the
green that everyone seems to
hunger for, but that money
buys the person you love what
makes them happy. There is
nothing more trivial than
spending money on yourself
when there is no one there to
share with. It seems more selfserving than anything else.
Spooning .nay be the ultimate metaphor for the entire
point I'm attempting to make.
You know, when you lay down

---..;

.

-~

___._.....,._

with your significant other in
the shape of spoons with one
arm on wrapped loosely around
them while they take slow and
rhythmic breaths.
Well, what do you do with the
other arm? Do you put it in
between their back and your
stomach, or do you l\vi!'t it
some awkward configuration
over your head while feeling
uncomfortable the whole time?
Why? There is no real answer.
Life without a lover who you
trust, and is your best friend, is
much like the arm that is
always in the uncomfortable
position while spooning. If love
is not present each day, and I
don't mean that love for mom
and dad, you find yourself
searching, like the out of place
ann, until you find that emotion that makes life perfect.
In a way I guess it is sae how
many people are alone and
habitually complaining because
they thought love was theirs
only to find out the relationship
was just a candle in the wind.
Finding love is all in lhc vibe.
If you know what true love
feels like, you should know if
it's good in under ten minutes.
Unlike most everything else,
love is easy if it's right.
Mark Dorr is a gradunte assistant for thP. Murray StatP. News.
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Fraternity quells
house rumors

OUT ON A LIMB

Monday at the lnterfraternal
Council a story was circulating
that the University had bought
Rumors regarding the sale of the house and the ATO's would
the Alpha Tau Omega fraterni- still
live
there
under
ty house to the University are University housing codes.
false.
But as of Wednesday afterThe rumors, which began noon the ATO bouse has not
near the end of the summer been sold and members of the
and increased at the beginning fraternity are still living at the
of this semester, were dis- house.
missed by ATO Alumni
Davis said the members have
Association president Dave just learned to laugh the
Hornback.
rumors off.
"The board of directors have
The
ATO
Housing
not gone into agreement with Corporation did ask the
anyone, anywhere to sell the University if they were interhouse," he said.
ested in buying the house, but
During the summer the that is as far as the issue has
house was closed for mainte- gone.
na nce and renovation and this
"It's in their court," said Don
may have spurred the rumors Robertson, vice president of
regarding the sale of the frater- student affairs.
nity's house, according to ATO
Despite the rumors concernpresident Brandon Davis.
ing their current place of resiAt the beginning of the dence, ATO members are in no
semester , it was beard that the hurry to go anywhere.
Alumni Association had evicted
· "We bui]t it for it to be a ATO
the member s and was going to house for a long time,"
to sell the house to the Hornback said.
University.
However,
on
BY )AkE BURGESS

SENIOI STAFF WRITER

~
I

,
Seth Dixorv'Staff
Brando n Brown, freshman from Russellville, throws a football in the air in o rder to d islodge an umbrella stuck In a tree In front
of Hart Residential College.

Music department holds
new, used piano sales

Family Ties

low costs at the beginning of Baldwin.
the last academic school year.
The Yamaha pianos have
After being used for only one been maintained professionalIf you hear the soft tinkle of
piano music coDling from the year, the department decided ly and each carries a 10-year
Curris Center today or tomor- to offer them at low prices as a warranty.
The department will offer
row, don't be surprised. It's fundraiser in order to purchase
grand, digital and vertical
new
ones.
just the department of music's
The department plans to pianos. Financing and delivery
piano sale.
offer
the pianos to students, are available.
In a joint effort with the
faculty
and staff
reduced
The pianos can be viewed
Yamaha Piano Corporation of
prices
before
being
offered
to
two
ways: by private showing
America and Schuttler Music
on
the
general
public
at
a
public
Friday
and Saturday by
of Evansville, Ind., the departsale.
appointment,
or by viewing
ment will sell new and used
Brand
names
include
them
at
a
public
sale on
pianos acquired last year.
Yamaha
,
Steinway,
Schimmel,
Sunday·from
noon
to
4
p.m. in
'fhe instruments were purWurlitzer,
Samick,
and
the
Curris
Center.
chased by the University at

Coontz teaches history and family studies at
Evergreen State College in Olympia, Wash. She
The College of Humanistic Studies will kick off has also taught at Kobe University in Japan and
it's annual College Forum Series with a lecture the Univeristy of Hawaii at Hilo.
She serves on the advisory board to the
by noted family historiam Stephanie Coontz.
National
Family Index of "Family Circle" magaThe lecture will be presented on Sept. 18 at
zine
and
is the 1995 recipient of the Dale
7:30p.m. in the auditorium ofWrath er Mu.suem.
Richmond
Award for the American Academy of
Coontz, author of "The Way We Never Were:
Pediatrics.
American F amilies and the Nolstalgia Trap,"
"We consider ourselves very fortunate to have
has testified about her resea rch before the
such
a recognized speaker and expert on the hisHouse Select Committee on Children , Youth and
tory
of family life in America to kick off the
Families in Washington, D.C.
College
Forum Series," said Ronald Gulotta, coShe has also a ppeared on the Opr ah Winfrey
chair
of
the forum series.
Show, Crossfire, CNN's Talk Back Live, CBS
The
lecture
is oneJn a series highlighting "The
T his Morning and Night talk With J ane
Family."
'
Whitney.

STAFF REPORT

at

Forum highlights noted family histortan
STAFF REPORT

The sisters of

Alpha Delta Pi
would like to welcome its Alpha Class of 1996!
Riann Aldrich
Heather Anderson
Susan Bartholomew
Elizabeth Blankenship
Shawn Brown
Gina Camerata
Holly Carter
ReAnn Carver
Ashley Cleaver
Melissa Corn
Marianne Datilio
Rachel Dixon
Amy Duck
Kristina Duvall
Becky Goertz
Katie Golden
Amanda Graveen
Jennifer Guffy
Jill Heilig
Lori Henson
Ginger Hicks
Maureen Jones
Kelly Koschier
Kristen Kumiga
Heather Lacy

Congratulations on
choosing the frrst
and finest!

•'

"

.....

Jennifer Langdon
Melanie Leathers
Molly Littlefield
Ashlee McDaniel
Kari McDonnough
Jennifer Meadows
Miranda Mercer
Allison Monroe
Erin Owen
Robin Payne
Brandy Peterson
Kathleen Phelan
Jennie Powers
Rebecca Rodgers
Lyndsie Schutte
Emily Shipp
Panda Sigler
Melissa Slay
Kelli Smith
Susan Stanley
Ashley Tabler
Shannon Walker
Gina Weldon
Leigha Wolf
Amy Worthen

n• ,
Your sisters in
A~n

NEWS

SGA tailgate offers fun
BY KATIE THOMAS
SENIOR STAFF WRITE•

Students came from all cor ners of campus to enjoy the festivities, fun and free food at the
Student
Government
Association tailgate party
Sept. 7 be hind Springer
College.
The party was the fir st social
event between the residential
colleges a nd the SGA said
Derek Somerville, SGA president.
"It was a good opportunity
for individual members of residential colleges to get together
and show school spirit," he
said. "We hope to do it again
next week for the Southern
illinois game in the tent city
area from 4:30 to 6:30."
Free pizza and drinks were
offered to all students who
came out.
Ginny Richerson, faculty
advocate for Franklin-Springer

Business

College, was in charge of giving
out the pizza.
"We gave away all the pizza
in the first two hours,"
Richerson said. "We had to be
fair and only give one piece to
each student. I had sever al
people get very upset with me
about that."
Also t~king place at the SGA
party was the ftrst ever competition between residential colleges. Hart College and Clark
College faced off in a tug-ofwar match .
Hart College took top honors
as they beat Clark College to
become the fil'l)t winner of the
residential college games.
Coach Corkey Broughton,
head coach and faculty head
for Hart College said that he
was very proud of his team.
Steve Harwood, head coach
a nd faculty head of Clark
College said that the team is
ready for a rematch .
"We will be back," Harwood

wo~nen

Bv JAKE BuRGESS
STAf f W RIT£R

Two local business owners
have organized a fund.raiser for
the Spina Bifida Association of
Kentucky to be held at the
Curris Center Sept. 28.
It was organized by J udy
Overbey, a beauty consUltant,
and Barbara Fielder, a public
speaker from Gilbertsville. The
two have done charity work
each yea.r a nd chose Spina
Bifida because Overbey's
grandson had been diagnosed

REFLECTIONS

said. "We will immediately go
into training and we will win
next time."
Joining the festivities were
many students from their residential colleges. Wes Gass,
junior fr om Sturgis, said he
came out to see everyone.
"I am just talking to everyone. having a good time and
getting ready to watch t he
Racers kick a little tail," Gass
said. "I'm glad to see everyone
here getting pumped for the
game. The free pizza is a plus,
too."
Cha non Robinson, an MSU
alumna, came out to the party
to hang out with friends and
get ready for the game.
"My h usband is playing
today - Mark, number 71 - and
I'm ready to watch h im,"
Robinson said. "I am just
enjoying the fun and the music.
I have been pumped up for
weeks for t his game."

organize benefit

at birth.
autographs and Tom Negrino,
Spina Bifida is a birth defect author of "Yahoo Unplugged,"
. where the spinal cord is open and writer for Macwor ld
and may cause paralysis in the Magazine will also give a
demonstration of the internet
lower body.
"Personally, I would like to and sign copies of his book.
see people be aware of the latThere will also be three silent
est technology and information auctions during the day.
on Spina Bifida," said Overbey.
Some of the items will
Overbey and Fielder have set include a holiday Barbie, a telea goal to raise $5,000. They vision set from Wal-Mart and
have already raised $4,000 two $25 gift certifies for Patti's
1880's Settlement in Grand
from sponsors and donations.
Tickets
It will start at 9 a.m. and con- Rivers.
tinue t hroughout the day. Miss are $1 or three for $2. The tickKentucky will speak a nd sign ets can be bought at DK Kelly
in Murray.

Heath Skipworth
Heath Skipworth, 19, of Russellville, died on
July 28, 1996.
Skipworth was a member of Pi Kappa Alpha.
fraternity and a junior varsity cheerleader.
He was the son of Billy and Betty Harrison

Skipworth of Russellville.
He is survived by his parents; one brother,
Nicholas Skipworth of Russellville; paternal
grandparents, Billy Ray and Nell Skipworth of
Russellville; and his maternal grandmother,
Maggie Pearl Latham.

Andy lee/Senior I'IV\rnur'" n""''

Christiane Myrick. senior from Murray, weaves a skirt out o f plastic ribbon In Lovett
Auditorium on Tuesday.

America's Leadership
Development Fraternity

Monday
IFC Hot Dogger in the
Curris Center Ballroom, 5 p.m.
Tuesday
Sporty's GrilllO p.m.-Midnight
Wednesday
Food and Fun at the
Curris Center Gameroom
10 p.m.-Midnight
Thursday
Skating with the Taus at Circus Skate,
10:10 p.m.-12: 10 a.m.
Friday
Shoes and Subs at the Tau house, 6-8 p.m.
Saturday
Smoker by inviation only
Sunday
To be announced
•If you need a ride or have any questions call Denny Null at 767-9264 or
Damon Cohoon at 759-4438

We're holding
elections
Sept. 17
from 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
in White College

Electin2 the followin2 positions:
•Homecoming queen nominee
•2members to Residential College
Association
•Members of Residential College Council

The Murray State News
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Campus
counseling
offers ray
of hope
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
COlLEGE LIFE Eorroa

"You have to have
the mind set that
you are going to
be OK"
Maureen Randoll
Public Safety

i

I
Walking alone at night can
be dangerous no matter
how safe your campus or
town may be.
Safety devices such as per·
sonal alarms can can serve
as a deterrent for potential
attackers.
Keys threaded through fin gers can be an effective
form of self defense. A
swift backhand to an
attackers face can cause
slgniflgant pain and leave
easily identifiable marks.

Campus Criminal Activity Report
through April 1994
Crime
1992-Rate 1993--Rate 1994-April
Alcohol Intoxication
Assault
Attempted Rape
Burglary
D.U.I.
Rape
Robbery
Theft by
Unlawful Taking

2
5
0
15
1
0

.

.0003 1 .0001 4
.0006 10 .0013 5
.0000 0 .0000 0
.0019 13 .0016 13
.0001 2 .0002
.0000 0 .0000
.0001
.0001

79 .0100 59 .0079 50

References: • DUI is classified as a traffic violation, not a
criminal act.
Source: Public Safety

.

Jon Lowry/ GraphiCs Manager

Personal responsibility for safety
leads to prevention, protection
BY SLONE

HUTCHISON

COUEGl LIFE EDITOR

"It won't happen to me."
"I'll be all right." "You worry
too much."
How many times have you
uttered those words to a concerned parent or friend?
Odds are, too many. For a
person who has never been a
victim of crime the thought
that something bad could
happen to them is the farthest thing from their mind,
but it shouldn't be.
A nonchalant attitude
about personal safety often
leads to carelessness which
makes a person the perfect
victim.
It is true that Murray
State is a safe campus, but
that does not mean students
are relieved from the responsibility of watching out for
and keeping themselves safe.
Public
Safety
officer
Maureen Randoll said the
importance of students taking responsibility for their
.own safety cannot be emphasized enough.
"People, especially women,
have to be alert and aware
and they've got to be careful," Randoll said. "People
sometimes think they're

being paranoid, but they
really aren 1t being paranoid
enough."

Making reports
Randoll suggests notifying
Public Safety of anything or
anyone that is strange or
unfamiliar.
"If you are afraid or if
someone is just kind of giving you the creeps you
should call," she said. "It
may not be anything, but it
could be. There's nothing
wrong with calling in a
report. 'l'hat's what we're
here for."
By calling Public Safety
when something seems suspicious students aid law
enforcement officers in keeping track of individuals that
may be harassing several
people. Public Safety will
take descriptions of indi vidu •
als and keep thosP. on file.
Randoll offered the following safety tips and ernpha·
sized exercising good judgment and common sense to
keep yourself safe on cam·
pus.

On a walk
Special precautions should
be taken when you walk or
jog on . campus ' at night.

Always stay in groups of two
or more and if you don't have
a partner call a Racer Patrol
escort.
Try not to wear headphones, but if you must, keep
one ear uncovered so you can
hear what is going on around
you. Most importantly, if you
are approached, grabbed or
attacked make noise, scream
and yell. It draws attention
to you and a potential
attacker and may be enough
of a challenge for the other
person to leave you alone.

Being followed
If you are approached and
followed never give out personal information to get rid
of someone. Don't tell them
anything about yourself, not
even your name, and if you
are being followed, don't go
back to your residential col·
lege or apartment. Go to a
well-lit, safe place and call
Public Safety.

At parties
If you attend parties make
sure you do so with several
friends. It is also important
to have a game plan for the
night.
Designate a driver, never

leave your friends alone and
don't leave the party without
anyone. If you drink make
sure you know where your
drinks come from.
A drug called flunitrazepam which is marketed
under the brand name
Rohypnol is also known as
the "date rape drug,' and
"roofies." The drug which is
prescribed as a sleeping pill,
is not available in the United
States, but is available in
several other countries and
is trafficked illegally in
Florida.
The drug is often slipped
into drinks at parties or
nightclubs. When mixed
with alcohol Rohypnol may
cause drowsiness, lightheadeclness, dizziness, confusion
and can cause death.

Prank calls
If you receive harassing
phone calls the most important thing to remember is to
hang up abd log the time of
the call. That log can be
given to Public Safety and
the calls can be traced. several people are brought
before the court each year for
making harrassing phone
calls

Housing
No one is allowed to sell
anything on the upper levels
of the residential colleges. If
someone comes to your door
and tells you they are selling
something call Public Safety
or your college desk immediately.
Randoll said personal safety devices such as mace, pepper spray or personal alarms
are excellent, but people
have to be willing to use
them.
"There's no sense in having
something that you aren't
comfortable using," she said.
"Read up on the product and
know how to use it properly
and how it works, hut you
have to remember that anything you have, if you're not
going to use it aggressively
and properly, can be used
against you."
Randoll said above all, people must have the right attitude about protecting themselves room crime.
"The way you think can
keep you safe,'' she said.
"You have to have the mind
set that you're going to be
OK."

No matter how cautious
a person is, unfortunately,
people still get attacked,
assaulted and sexually .
harrassed.
The
Murray
State
University
Women's
Center and the Counseling
and Testing Center is
there to help.
The Women's Center
offers a variety of .sel}lices
to students who may need
counseling. The center
offers crisis counseling on
a walk-in basis, three days
a week.
Counselors at the center
are available to help victims in their healing
process. The counselors
will assess the safety and
the needs of the individual, make any necessary
phone calls and walk them
through the process of
pressing charges for any
crime that has taken
place.
Jane Etheridge, director
of the Women's Center
said the copunselors are
trained to let victims help
themselves as much as
they can.
"We're here to guide
them," Etheridge said.
"We let them know what to
expect at each stage of the
recovery process and we
can also offer help to their
friends and their family."
Assertiveness training is
also available at the center. The program helps
people learn or regain
their sense of control of
what happens to them.
Assertivenss training is
really a skill building
group," Etheridge said.
"We teach assertive communication. This is a preventitive effort to keep
people from being victimized.
The Center will sponsor
a Be Safe Week in October.
The week will consist of
training sessions in selfdefense, workshops, lectures by a survivor of sexual assault an the annual
Take Back the Night
March and Clothesline
project.
The Center is located in
Ordway Hall and is open
to anyone who needs counseling. For more information or to schedule an
appointment to speak with
a counselor call 762-3016.

DATE
SAFETY
Things to

Remember...
• Set limits and
stick to them
• Be clear, forceful
and
firm
• Trust your feelings
• Be independent
• Stay sober
• Keep dates public
• Respect your
right to safety
\.
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BY jENNIFER POTIER
ASSISTANT (OllfGf liR EotTOil
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It is quiet and peaceful in the Clara M. Eagle Art Gallery, but
along the walls large-scale chalk drawings show colorful movement so realistically that you can practically feel the drawings
spinning and swirling above you.
The exhibit, composed of works by Memphis-based artist
Pinkney Herbert, contains 13 drawings and two paintings.
Herbert's works are bigger than life, as most measure eight
feet high and 10 to 12 feet wide. His works display degrees of
movement and depth. In abstract design, each piece tells its
own 'story and often a different story from a different angle.
For example, in "Pollination Celebration," the colors and dramatic strokes represent the idea so well that the drawing comes
to life with buzzing insects and spinning cocoons.
Kellie Schuster, freshman from Mt. Vernon, Ill., is an art
major who viewed the exhibit and also attended a presentation
and lecture by Herbert concerning his works on display.
"It was really interesting, and it was good that he was downto-earth. It made it easier to understand his work after the lecture," she said. "Once you see him and see his artwork, you can
see him in hi.s artwork."
As far as the exhibit itself, Schuster described it as "wild."
"I liked it a lot. He had a great use of movement. He started
out in black and white and then added color. The black and
white was cold, but the color added warmth and feeling."
Gallery exhibits are chosen in advance by a committee of six
faculty, said Andrea Atnip, gall~ry assistant. Artists submit
slides of their work, and then the committee carefully chooses
the pieces that will be placed on display.
•
"'We usually know two years in advance," she said.

Andy

John Berry, freshm an from Bl1 Sandy, Tenn., examines the work of Pinkney Herbert. Herbert's art Is beln1 showcased In the Clara
M. E.qle Art Gallery In the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

Freshmen artwork showcased
Bv JENNIFER PoTTER
AssisTANT COU.IGl LIR

Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

lee/Senior Photographer

Eon'ol

Each year MSU freshmen have the
opportunity to place their artistic creations on display in a gallery setting.
The setting is the upper level of the
Cl~ M. Eagle Art Gallery where each
year the Annual Foundation Show highlights the best of freshmen work.
Andrea Atnip, gallery assistant, said the
artwork is juried by the faculty who
choose the belt pieces.

The gallery showcases some intriguing
examples of artistic talent ranging from
charcoal drawings to works made from a
window pane and broken glass.
A piece by Crystal Gillock, sophomore
from Hustonville, called "Football
Transformation" was chosen to be a part
of the exhibit. She covered a football with
tacks and purple paint.
Gillock said the creation is rooted in a
bad experience she had with a professor.
'1 was getting my feelings out. The purple symbolizes the feminine side, and the

tacks represent the male ideal that
women can't touch football because it is
too rough."
She decided to submit the piece after her
professor showed interest in her ability.
"She encouraged me to be involved with
the gallery to earn recognition and gain
confidence in my work."
The gallery display contains 41 examples of drawings, figure drawings and two
and three dimensional works by 17 students. It will displayed through Sept. 22.

Students noted in literary magazine
Bv JENNIFER

PomR

AssiSTANT COlUGE LIFE

Eorroa

Looking for a creative outlet? Need someone to
publish your work? The place is easy to find,
Notations, the student literary magazine.
Notations is a student-produced magazine
composed entirely of student work.
Squire Babcock, faculty adviser, said the magazine has been in publication for 15 to 20 years.
It is published each April and given out free from

the English and art departments.
"We run out every year," Babcock said,
Babcock said the publication is a good way for
students to get their work publiahed.
"We have a number of submissions," he said.
.,Chances are better for students to get published
in a magazine like this because there are not
thonund• applying.•
Christie Berry, sophomore from Henderson,
submitted a poem, ~e End," to the 1996 issue
and was happy to see her work in print.

"The main thing, for me, was to get published,"
she said.
As an English major, Berry said it is important
to have several items published in order to have
bigger publications look at you.
"It's a resume-type thing," she said.
She learned about the magazine through her
English profe8801'B and buUetins posted along
the hallways, but said she does not know how
many other students are aware that they can
also have writing or art published.
JOn towry/Graphlcs Manager
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Choir enters seventh season

HERE'S LOOKIN' AT YOU

Volunteer members tour Great Britian, release compact disc
BY STEPHANIE ScoTT
REI'Oana

This fall marks the seventh concert season for the Murr ay State University
Choral Union.
The Choral Union, which has toured and
performed throughout England, Scotland
and Wales with the other Murray State
University choirs, pres~nts two major concerts each year.
The choir features major works from the
choral/orchestral repertory and monuments of choral literature from the standard repertory.
This fall, the choir will sing several choruses from "Messiah" by George F. Handel
and "Cantata 142: For Unto Us a Child is
Born" by Johann Sebastian Bach.
Bradley L. Almquist, conductor of the

"Dr. Almquist is good at teaching music.
MSU Choral Union, said what makes the
Choral Union different from the other He is very humorous, and he brings out
MSU choirs is the people that make up the your capabilities," she said.
"You may just love music and singing,
choir.
"The choir is made up of University stu- and not really know that much about
dents and faculty, townspeople and people music when you come in for the first
from around the area. Everybody is wel- rehearsal, but by the end of the season you
come to be a part of the choir." Almquist will definitely know a lot about music," she
said. He is beginning his fifth year as said.
"I really get a lot of enjoyment out of pardirector of choral activities at Murray
ticipating with other people who also enjoy
State.
The Choral Union hns just released its singing."
If you would like to become involved in
fust compact disc. The CD was recorded on
site in England during a tour of Great the Choral Union, go to the University
Britain. Almquist said he hopes to make Bookstore and pick up a copy of the music,
and attend rehearsals. Rehearsal is held
another.
•
It is often considered unusual that a on Monday evenings from 7 to 9 p.m. in
group of volunteer singers perform so well. room 214 of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
One member, Linda Sparith credited Building. If more information is needed,
call the department of music at 762-4288.
Almquist with the choir's success.

Andy lee/Senior Photographer

jana Northington, freshman from Kevil, star es intently into
the eyes of the paper fish in the Clara H . Eagle art gallery.

Actor's Theatre looks for new talent, short plays
The ATL has produced more than
200 10-minute plays over the past 10
years
Many of those plays were produced
as a part of the theatre's annual
Humana Festival of New American
Plays.
Samuel French, Inc. has published
over 75 of ATL's 10-minute play~ in
the following anthologies: 25 TenMinute Plays from Actors Theatre of
Louisville, More 10-Minute Plays from
Actors Theatre of Louisville, Volume
III from Actors Theatre of Louisville
and Art Teatral (a Spanish collection
of a dozen ten-minute plays from
ATL).

evoke the same
containing the authors name, home
Play
Contest
pleasure,"
Jory
address and phone number.
REPORTER
said.
$ubmissions.sh0utd
be
sent
to:
The submissions must be postIn 1995, the
marked
by Dec. 1.
National Ten-Minute Play Contest
If you are interested in either acting
Heideman
Award
The winner will be announced in the
Actors Theatre of Louisville
or directing, the Actors Theatre of
was
shared
by
Ana
316 West Main Street
Louisville offers an excellent learning fall of 1997.
Li
of
New
York,
Louisville, KY 40202-4218.
opportunity.
The winners of the contest receive
N.Y. for her fll'st
ATL is now accepting submissions the $1000 Heideman Award made posEach script must include a self·addressed, stamped,
p
1 a
y
,
for its annual National Ten-Minute sible by a grant from Ted Heideman of
manuscript-size envelope to ensure Its return.
"Compatible'', and
Louisville.
Play Contest.
Adam LeFevre of
Jon Jory, ATL producing director, SoU~: Actors Theatre of Louisville
Any original, unproduced 10-minute
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager New Paltz, N.Y.
play will be accepted. Each script views thelO-minute play as a valuable
for "Waterbabies".
must be no longer than ten pages. A teaching tool for actors and directors. full-length play.
Both plays were produced in the
maximum of two submissions per
He said the short form provides a
Even though the 10-minute play is ATL Winter Showcase of ten-II\inute
playwright is requested.
perfect study of theme, character and stripped to the bare minimum, "They plays and performed by the theatre's
Entries must include a title page structure without the trappings of a are the haiku of the theater and can Apprentice/Intern Company.
BY DENISE HIGGINS

r-------------------------~----~==~----~-----------------Methodist Campus Fellowship

Congratulations,
Emily & Elizabeth ::
for a wonderful
rush.
We love you!

1315 Payne St.
Sept. 14 Christian Concerts at Opryland
Sept. 15 Choir sings at Murray First UMC
Sept. 15, 5 p.m. Choir, Worship and Dinner
Sept. 17, 5 p.m. Advisory Board meets & at 7 p.m. Murray Meth. Ministers meet
Sept. 18, 6:30 p.m. Mystery Date ( a different event or activity every wook .. call for
more details 7 approximate cost each week) & at 9 p.m. Bible Study
Sept 20 • 21 Spiritual Formation Retreat
Sept. 23 • 24 Multicultural Leadership Development Workshop-Lakeshore Camp
Sept. 25 Choir sings at Kirksey UMC Revival
Sept. 28, 10 e.m.-12:30 p.m. Grant Wnting Workshop ($10 fee)
led by Dr. Sarah Bane (436·5447)
Sept. 29 Choir Sings for 5th Sunday Rally

A~pha

Love,
your sisters in AOll

Call our atudent leaders Curtis at 2474, Steven at 4825,
or Terry at 6352 for more Information or to sign up to attend any event.
Join Us l

l

•
Come and meet us for the
"Inside Story"

1996
Sunday 15

-The parishioners of St. Leo Catholic Church invite anyone who would like
to find out more about the Catholic Church to come and meet them on
Thursday, Sept. 19 at 7 p.m. in Gleason Hall
(The old church building on the corner of 12th and Payne.)
-There is no obligation involved.
-The pastoral team will be available to answer any questions.
-Our purpose for this session is not to debate about religious differences, but
to share who we are and what we believe.
•
For additional information please call Fr. Ray Goetz at:
753-3876

•

••

Mcoan~d~
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Mond~y . 16

"
.
. Hotdpgger... Ballroom 5 p.m.

Tuesday
17 .
.
.

'

'

Calendar
Nigf!t
(CC Theater) 8:30
p.m.
,
?
•
l:
I

;

We~~es~ay ·~ s · ·
'

.

: ;t.

lt

·,"

-

f izza ·Night @ Mr.·Gatti's... Mr~ Gatti?s 10 p.m.
'

Thursday.19 ,
What is nKA? (Meet at Lodge) ... 8 p.m.

Friday 20
Smoker... 6 p.m.
I

Now taking aPplicatio:Ds
for the
McDonald's in WAL*MART
apply at McDonald's
107 N. 12TH, ST.
•

I

v,

f

'Ifill
'
Mcoanad~

Rush Begins... Midnight

Invitation Only

(Meet ]lt Lodge in coat and tic)

Saturday·21
Cookout (Meet at lodge) .. Noon
If you have any questions or need a ride call
Alyn Brown (436-6128) or Larry Hogencamp (753-6163)
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Students, faculty, staff committed to
taking it back, ·keeping campus green
BY A NGEL fAIRBANKS
REI'ORHR

Environmental consciousness
is alive and growing in western
Kentucky.
While the city of Murray has
shown leadership through
"Make-A-Difference" days and
"March for the Par ks," recycling
at
Murray
State
University has been revitalized
as well through an extensive
environmental program.
More than 25 training sessions were presented to campus
faculty and staff in 19 buildings during the month of July.
Within an an eight-day period, the MSU recycling commit-

tee educate~ more than 200
faculty and staff about the recycling process. Since then, the
committee members have
trained an additionallOO faculty.and staff.
Wayne Ha r per, recycling
committee chair , said the
University has recycled more
than 300,000 pounds of paper
and cardboard since the inception of the recycling program in
November 1990.
"The reasons for our renewed
excitement about the recycling
program is the additional materials we can recycle and the
increased enthusiasm of the
Univer sity students, faculty
and staff," Harper said.

The University is now aole to
recycle catalogs, magazines,
textbooks, phone books, newspapers and Post-It notes.
These i~ems are placed in the
red containers supplied to all
University offices. Cardboard is
also being recycled.
Harper said there a re only a
few types of paper and cardHoard the University cannot
recycle. These items are carbon, waxed and aluminu m
paper and waxed cardboard
such as banana boxes.
Positive results have already
been seen from the educational
program.
"Our recycled paper intake
has doubled already this

month,"
said
Steve
Brandenburg, heavy construction foreman and solid waste
disposal supervisor.
The recycling committee will
continue to educate staff and
faculty this fall. A new focus,
however, has already begun.
"Murray State's students'
enthusiasm combi ned with the
opportunity to recycle her e
could be of great benefit to the
Univer sity and a source of personal satisfaction for the students," Harper said.
Training sessions will be presented
to.
Freshman
Orientation classes, at organizational meetings and to student workers.

Long-time caDlpus recyclers awarded for efforts
STAFF REPORT

The concept of recycling is
not a new one for two long-time
employees of Murray State
University.
AP. society grows, so does
environmental consciousness.
The University recycling committee
recognized
two
University staff members for
their individual efforts toward
improving the environment.
Johnny Herndon, assistant

director of transportation/
motor pool, and Paul Woods,
shop foreman of transportation/motor pool. were presented
Environmental
Awards
Wednesday in the Cumberland
Room of the Curris Oenter.
The award ceremony was
attended by University officials
and the recycUng committee.
Because of Herndon's and
Woods' efforts, the motor pool
has been recycling waste materials for several years.

It recycles oil filters, car and
truck tires, used motor oil,
antifreeze, mineral spirits,
lead-aid batteries, freon and
scrap metal.
The motor pool accepts used
oil from the University faculty,
staff, students and local residents. It also provides containers to transport the oil.
Wayne Harper, recycling
committee chair, presented the
framed certificates to Herndon
and Woods on behalf of the

United Methodist Campus
Fellowship Training Opportunities
Sept. 20 - 21 Spiritual Formation Retreat Nelson Woods
Retreat Center, Milington, Tenn.
Sept. 23-24 Multicultural Leadership Development
Workshop at Lakeshore Camp
Sept. 28 Writing for Grants Workshop ($10) at UMCF,
1315 Payne St. 10 a.m.-12:30 p.m ..
Great oppurtunity for getting some funding toward
tuition and books or whatever - join us and find ou t
how.
For more information or to register to attend
call 753-9859.

You are invited!
Emmanuel Baptist Church
1614 Hwy. 121 N.

Sunday """"'~"''"..
Morning Worship
Evening Service
Bible

The MUrray

State New-s

SAYS
GET OUT AND
SHOW YOUR
RACER SPIRIT
SATURDAY
AGAINST S.I.U.

recycling committee.
"'We wanted to acknowledge
the valuable recycling accomplishments of the University
staff a nd express our thanks for
providing a wonderful example
to fo llow/' Harper said.
The Murray State University
recycling committee is comprised of eight members who
are in charge of coordinating,
presenting and implementing
th e new recycling programs
across the campus.

.

Gwen Dyas/Staff

Students, faculty and staff can do their part to he lp the re c;ycling
effort by putting their aJuminum ,c ans In bins across campus.

Brothers of
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Rmanda Schanda
1996 Sweetheart
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Racers steady for SIU
BY M IKE OHSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Western Kentucky's double-overtime
44-41 upset of Murray State Saturday
at Stewart Stadium may have burst the
Racers' bubble for consecutive undefeated seasons, but MSU (0-1) has a
chance to redeem themselves with a
home win against Southern fllinois (2-0)
at 7 p.m. Saturday.
The Racers, who fell from ninth to
13th in this week's 1-AA Top 25 poll, can
give a big sigh of relief now that they
won't have to face Western Kentucky's
option offense. The Hilltoppers, now
ranked 24th in the country, gained 480
yards rushing against an exhausted
MSU defense while exasperating Racer
head coach Houston N utt.
".I felt we'd win in overtime, but you
can't have the defense on the field all
night, and they made some plays when
they had to," Nutt said. "Their quarterback, fullback and tailback were just too
tough, and you have to account for them
on every play."
SIU's balanced, pro-style offense, on
the other hand, has Racer defensive
backs like Kenny Thomas licking their
chops after defending just eight WKU
pass attempts last week. The fact that
Nutt's offense is better suited to readying the MSU defense for the Salukis
only makes things more interesting.
"SIU does a lot of things our offense
does, and we'll be more prepared this
week because we'll be able to use more
of our packages and blitzes," said
Thomas, a junior free safety from
Memphis, Tenn., who had 16 tackles
and an interception against WKU.

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor
Two Western Kentucky defenders corral Racer tailback Anthony Downs during
the Hilltoppers' -44-41 double-overtime win Saturday at Stewart Stadium.

A key to the Racers' success Saturday
will be ball possession. Turnovers and
quick scoring drives against WKU sent
the MSU defense back to work before
they could recover from the Hilltoppers'
punishing running game. Still, playmakers like wide receiver Jesse Jones
do not want the Racer offense to forget

about its big-play capability.
"Our goal this week is to keep our
defense off the field and take what the
other team gives us," said Jones, a
senior from Greenville, Miss., who
caught two passes for 27 yards, turned
tailback Tim Scarborough's first-quarter fumble into an 80vrard touchdown

play and excelled in his first action as
holder for placekicker Rob Hart against
WKU. "We want ball control, but when
they come up (to stop the Racers' running attack and short passing game),
we'll try for the big play."
Tailbacks Anthony Downs and Donald
Hitson showed that MSU does not miss
1995 All-American Derrick Cullors in
the Racer backfield. In fact, Downs' 100yard effort on nine carries, including a
73-yard touchdown in the third quarter,
has some Racer fans wondering if the
transfer from Clemson is Nutt's answer
to the graduation of MSU's single-season record-breaking rusher.
Still, Downs is quick to downplay any
individual comparisons just yet, as he is
still fighting for playing time with
Hitson, Scarborough and Tony Turner.
"I just want to do my job and help the
team win another championship,"
Downs said. "I think everybody's doing
their part, and we just have to keep the
ball and have some drives."
,
Hitson, a senior from Valdosta, Ga.,
tied a school record with 99-yard kickoff
return for a touchdown and leads the
nation with a 45.7-yard average after
his four kickoff returns against WKU.
Hitson also gained 20 yards on 5 carries.
Outside linebacker Reuel Shepherd's
sprained right ankle is questionable for
Saturday's contest against the Salukis,
but inside linebacker Ronnie Merritt is
ready to play after suffering cramps in
his calf musCles against the Hill toppers.
The Racers received more good news
when they learned that offensive tackle
Dan Brown will not need knee surgery
and should return to action within a
month.

MSU ·primed
for OVC race
By MIKE

0HSTROM

SPORTS EDITOR

Murray State's cross country
squad opened its 1996 campaign fourth out of 13 teams
and sixth out of 12 in the men's
and women's races, respectively, at the Plough Park
Invitational
Saturday
in
Memphis, Tenn.
Junior Jason McKinney finished 11th in the men's fourmile run, followed by freshman
Brian
Palmer in
18th.
Sophomores Renee Haley,
Laura Bohanon and Ashley
Lubbehusen led the women's
team in the two-mile event by
placing 28th, 30th and 31st,
respectively.
Head coach Bob Doty is
pleased with how the team is
shaping so far, especially on
the women's side.
"Our girls were freshmen last
year, so they didn't know what
it was going to take, but they've

performed well even thqugh
we've stepped up the workouts," said Doty, who is now the
head coach of both the cross
country and track teams.
Haley, a native of Benton,
agrees with Doty that her
teammates, herself included,
have improved greatly.
"1 think we'll do better this
year because we're much closer
as runners arid as a team,"
Haley said. "Last year, we were
pretty much spread out."
McKinney, the defending
OVC cross country champion
and Runner of the Year, has his
eyes set on a higher prize, especially since everybody is back
from last year's men's squad.
.."We're going into this season
with winning the OVC as our
only goal," said the native of
Georgetown, Ill. "Everybody's
still training, so (a team title) is
going to depend on how we finish the season rather than how
we start it."

Cadwell makes
the grade at MHS
BY EDOI~ GRANT
SPORTS STAFf WRITER

One of Murray State's most decorated female
golfers has gone on to bigger and better things.
Rechelle Cadwell, who graduated in May, is
now a special education teacher and also the
women's golf and basketball coach at Murray
High School.
But before she even earned her degree,
CADW ELL
Cadwell was awarded the Ohio Valley
Conference Medal of Honor in women's golf for having the highe~t overall grade-point average of any female golfer in the conference.
"I knew my grades were high, but I didn't know that they were
high enough to win," said Cadwell, who earned a 4.0 GPA in her
last semester at MSU.
.. 1 am very proud of Rechelle," said women's golf coach Velvet
Milkman. "She is a wonderful athlete as well as a great leader,
and she will do well (at MHS)."
As Cadwell has gone from student-athlete to teacher and coach
this fall, she has already given instructions to her players about
the importance of academics.
"They know that what they do at school in the classroom
impacts how they do in sports," said the native of Paducah.
A former women's basketball player at MSU, Cadwell's coaching goals include another trip to the state basketball tournament.
"Since Murray is coming off a big year in (girl's) basketball, we
want to continue that winning tradition," she said "The team won
the All A Classic and went on to the state tournament (last year)."

Danny Voweti/Photo Editor
Freshmen Sarah Ernst (left) and Rachel Kulp team up for a block attempt In the third set of Murray
State's I S-6, I S--4, I S-8 win over Tennessee State Tuesday in Racer Arena. T he Racers have Jumped
to a 6-3 start after being picked to finish seventh in the O hio Valley Co nference preseason poll
thanks to the contributions of t heir six freshmen.

Racers serve up win
over TSU in an hour
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

The Racer volleyball team (6-3) will have
another chance to beat a tournament host when
they face North Carolina-Charlotte in the Best
Western Invitational Saturday in Charlotte.
Murray State needed just an hour to beat
Tennessee State 15-6, 15-4, 15-8 Tuesday in
Racer Arena after winning two of three matches
in the Queen City Invitational Friday and
Saturday in Cincinnati.
The Racers won the school's first volleyball
match against Xavier Friday by beating the
Musketeers in five sets. MSU then shut out
Robert Morris after a five-set loss to Akron on
Saturday.
"The tournament last weekend was a tough
tournament for us, and Xavier was a big win,"
said MSU head volleyball coach Brenda Bowlin,
who continues to be pleased by her squad's quick
start and the play of her six youngsters. "I'm
really happy to see my freshmen playing well
and getting a lot of playing time because they
are the futuT'e."
One of those freshmen, outside setter Krista
Shumard , was named Ohio Valley Conference
Freshman of the Week after earning AllTournament honors at the Queen City
Invitational.
Shumard, a 5'8" native of Stewardson, Ill., followed her weekend performance with five kills

and six digs in the win over TSU (0-5).
Like Bowlin, Shumard is also surprised by the
contributions she and the other Racer newcomers have made, but she said the opportunities
she and her teammates have had are welldeserved.
"When coach (Bowlin) recruited us, she knew
we'd be a good class to push the others," said
Shumard, who joined middle hitter Stephanie
Diebold on the Queen City Invitational firstteam. "We've worked hard in practice and we've
earned the chance to start."
Junior outside hitters Chandra Brashers and
Melissa DeRan have also come through for the
Racers. Brashers leads the team and is fourth in
the OVC in digs, while DeRan has provided a
spark as a reserve.
DeRan, a native of Frcemont, Ohio, is sho\\ing
full recovery from a knee injury that affected her
mobility and performance during her first two
years at MSU.
"I think thaL my progress has been centered
around the team's progress," said DeRan, who
tallied five kills, one ace, two digs and a block in
two sets of action against the Tigers. "We have a
lot of talent; we have great setters and passers,
so my job is easy."
Right after facing the 49ers at noon Saturday,
the Racers take on East Tennessee State at 2:30
p.m. MSU gets another shot at Akron at 10 a .m.
Sunday, followed immediately by a 12:30 p.m.
match with Appalachian State.

Monkey off
Racers' backs
One of the..--------,
weekly moti- Sports
vation~l sign~

Talk

posted outside
the Murray
State football
Locker room
reads, "10-1 is
a
great
record."
That is just
one of the reasons
why
Racer
fans M IKE
should flock to
S t e w a r t 0HSTROM
Stadium for Sp01ts Editor
Saturday's
game against Southern Illinois
like they did for last week's 44-.
41 double-overtime loss to
Western Kentucky.
A victory over the 2-0 Salukis
would reaffirm MSU's position
in the I-AA poll after slipping
from ninth to 13th this week.
SIU is poised outside the Top
25, increasing the national
ramifications of this contest.
Much to the Racers' relief,
SIU features a traditional, prostyle offense similar to MSU's,
which should help the Racer
defense by providing better
preparation in practice and by
allowing the Racers to use
more looks and blitzes.
Offenses like WKU's option
attack, which gained 480 yards
on the ground against MSU,
hamper a defense's ability to
disrupt things because players
have to account for every possible development on each play.
And believe it or not, MSU
did learn some valuable things
from Saturdays upset.
The performances of placekicker Rob Hart and tailbacks
Anthony Downs and Donald
Hitson, among others, put to
rest any questions about the
level of experience and talent
at the Racers' special teams
positions and in the backfield.
Furthermore, the quickstrike capability displayed by
the offense proved that the
only team capable of stopping
MSU is MSU itself. Turnovers
are a nightmare, and the
Hilltoppers took advantage of
MSU giveaways to wear down
the Racer defense.
But perhaps the most important thing MSU gained from
Saturday's
high-scoring /
thriller was having the pressure of duplicating last year's
miracle season lifted from their
shoulders. An Ohio Valley
Conference championship is an
automatic berth to the I-AA
playoffs, and that is the ultimate goal now at MSU.
• Brenda Bowlin apparently '
likes surprising people, including herself.
Bowlin's fifth squad as MSU
head volleyball coach has
defied its ranking of seventh in
the OVC preseason poll, a
tough non-conference schedule
and the inexperience and incohesiveness that usually comes
with having seven new faces on
a 13-member team on its way
to a 6-3 start.
Only seven wins away from
becoming the school's winningest
volleyball
coach,
Bowlin's Racers have already
won more than half the number of games last year's 11-16
team did, including Tuesday's
conference season opener
against Tennessee State. The
Racers also beat Xavier Friday
for the first time in school history at the Musketeers' tournament in Cincinnati.
Bowlin's freshmen, led by
outside hitter Krista Shumard
and setter Mica Wojinski, have
been a big plus by providing
quality play in big matches.
Wojinski is splitting time with
MSU's all-time assist leader
Kristi Hoffman at the setter
position to make better use of
Hoffman's defensive skills.
In other words, could this
volleyball squad be the 1996
version of a recent MSU team
that came out of nowhere to
win a conference title? Bowlin
and her troops would not mind
being the dark-horse favorites
coming down the stretch.
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FLIPPER

DIVISION 1-AA TOP 25
Team
Record
1. Marshall
1-0
1-0
2. Montana
3. Stephen F. Austin
2-0
4. Delaware
1·0
5. Northam Iowa
2-0
6. Troy State
2·0
1-1
7. Appalachian State
1-0
8. Hofstra
0-1
9. McNeese State
1-0
10. Jackson State
0-1
11 . Eastern Kentucky
1-0
12. Connecticut
13. Murray State
0-1
1-1
14. SW Missouri State
1-1
15. Georgia Southern
1-1
16. Northern Arizona
17. Eastern Illinois
2-0
0-1
18. Southern
1-1
19. Idaho State
1-Q
20. Weber State
21. Furman
0-1
22. Florida A&M
2-0
1-1
23. William & Mary
24. Western Kentucky
2·0
25. Youngstown State
2-0

Volleyball
MSU def. TSU 3·0
Tuesday at Racer Arena
Team
1 2 3
Tigers (0·5)
6
4 8
Racers (6-3) 15 15 15
Kills- Tennessee State 28
(Gomez 9), Murray State 41
(Bridges, Kennedy 6). AssistsTennessee State 26 (Kim 23),
Murray State 39 (Hoffman 21).
Aces- Tennessee State 3
(Marshall, Graham, Kim 1),
Murray State 8 (Hoffman,
Brashers, DeRan 2). DigsTennessee State 29 (Gomez 9),
Murray State 47 (Hoffman 7).
Blocks- Tennessee State 9
(Timmons 4), Murray State 8
(Hoffman 3). T- 1;00. A- 142.

QUEEN CITY
INVITATIONAL
Cincinnati
Saturday- Akron def. MSU

15-10, 15·11 , 12-15, 10-15, 9·
15; MSU def. Robert Morris 157, 15·3, 15·7.
Friday- MSU def. Xavier 1215,15-11,15-13, 4-15, 15-10.

Krista Shumard and Donald Hitson are the Racers of the Week.
Shumard, a freshman outside hitter from Stewardson, Ill., received
Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the · week and Queen City
Invitational All-Tournament honors after leading the 6-3 Racer volleyball team to a 2-1 showing at the Cincinnati tourney Friday and
Saturday. Shumard had 38 kills and 40 digs over the three matches,
including her first 20-20 effort in Murray State's five-set win over tournament host Xavier on Friday.
Hitson, senior tailback from Valdosta, Ga.• was the OVC Specialist of
the Week for his kickoff return prowess in the Racers' +4-"41 doubleovertime loss to Western Kentucky Saturday at Stewart Stadium.
Hitson, a converted defensive back. flashed the speed that helped him ·
register a 4.25 in the 40-yard dash in equaling an MSU record with a 99yard kickoff retum for a touchdown. He also leads 1-AA returners with
a -45.7-yard average while gaining 20 yards rushing on five carries.

Danny VoweiiNisual Editor
Chris Powless, a senior from Flora, Ill., spots Ellen Sweatt, a senior from Paducah, as she pe,...
forms a backflip before the Western Kentucky-Murray State football game Saturday.

All-Tournament TeamStephanie Diebold (middle hitter, 5'11 ", So., Louisville) and
Krista Shumard (outside hitter,
5'8", Fr., Stewardson, Ill.

MSU ALL-TIME WINS LIST
Coach (years)
1. Oscar Segovia (5}
2. Brenda Bowlin (5)
3. Bob Ferguson (2)
4. Kerry Garrels (1)
5. Eddie Morris (1}

Wins

78
72
19
9
0

OVC STAT:ISTICS
MSU leaders through
Hitting Percentage
5. Melissa Bridges
8 . Stephanie Diebold
Kills Per Game
2. Melissa Bridges
7. Stephanie Diebold
Aces Per game
8. Jill Kennedy
Assists Per game
8. Mica Wojinski
10. Kristi Hoffman
Digs Per Game
4. Chandra Brashers
Blocks Per Game
9. Stephanie Diebold

Sept.

8

.258
.252
4.000
3.621

.400
6.800
5.967

Sports Calendar

Two-time OVC Player of the Year and NBA rookie Marcus
Brown will be honored Sept: 24 in the Curris Center ballroom.'
The "Tribute to Marcus Brown" will begin at 6:30p.m. with an autograph session. followed by speeches by Brown's former teammate
Kenneth Taylor, Racer Club President Undy Suitor. men's basketball
coach Mark Gottfried and featured speaker Dick Fick, the head basketball coach at Morehead State.
Brown, drafted by the Portland Trailblazers in the second round of
the 1996 NBA Draft. finished his MSU career as the school's second alltime leading scorer.

FRIDAY
Men's Golf· MSU Intercollegiate at 8 a.m. at Miller Memorial Golf
Course.

SATURDAY
Men's Golf· MSU Intercollegiate at 8 a.m. at Miller Memorial Golf
Course.
Women's Golf· Tennessee Tech Classic in Cookeville.
Cross Country- Tennessee-Chattanooga Invitational in
Chattanooga.
VoUeyball- MSU vs. North Carolina-Charlotte in Best Western
Invitational at noon in Charlotte.
Volleyball- MSU vs. East Tennessee State in Best Western
Invitational at 2:30p.m. in Charlotte.
Football- Southern Illinois vs. MSU at 7 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.

Racer Athletic Hall of Fame track and field athlete Marshall Gage
will be honored at the 1996 Homecoming game Oct. 5 at Stewart
Stadium when the University'.s Board of Regents dedicates the Stewart
Stadium track in his name.
Gage holds school records for points in a season and career and the
conference and school record for rnost points scored in a meet. The
1959 OVC champion in the I00-yard dash and the high and low hurdles,
Gage once held the fastest times ever among conference and MSU ath·
fetes in both hurdling events.

SUNDAY
Women's Golf- Tennessee Tech Classic In Cookeville.
Volleyball- MSU vs. Akroh in Best Western Invitational at 10 a.m.
in Charlotte.
Volleyball- MSU vs. Robert Morris in Best Western Invitational at
12:30 p.m. in Charlotte.

The American Society of Safety Engineers and the MSU
Student Chapter are sponsoring the first annual Stallion Classic fourmao scramble Sept. 28 at Miller Memorial Golf Course.
The winning team will win $160, with $100 going to the second-place
foursome. Closest-to-the-pin and longest drive contests will also be
held, and an ace on the par-3 18th will win a new truck.
Entry fees are $30, with MSU scudena paing an $8 discount.
Proceeds will be donated to the Disaster. .Emergency Services.

MONDAY
Women's Golf- Memphis Intercollegiate in Memphis.

TUESDAY

4.167

Women's Golf- Memphis Intercollegiate in Memphis.
Volleyball- MSU vs. Tennessee-Martin at 7 p .m. In Martin.

0.860

Women's Golf- Memphis Intercollegiate In Memphis.

MSU Athletic Director Mike Strickland is one of the final candidates for the same position at Belmont University in Nashville, Tenn.
Strickland has been associated with MSU athletics since 1987, influencing projects such as the new artificial turf and track resurfacing at
Stewart Stadium as well as the construction of Reagan Field and the
upcoming Regional Special Events Center. The University's athletic program has won 25 OVC championships during Strickland's tenure,
including three women's and two men's OVC All-Sport titles.

WEDNESDAY

Residential College
Elections
Elections for Clark, Hart, Hester, Regents, Richmond
and Springer-Franklin Colleges will be held on
Tuesday, Sept. 17. Each college will elect one of the
following:
1 Student Government Association (SGA) Senator.
2 Residential College Association (RCA)
Representatives.
? Commuter Residential College Council (RCC)
Representatives.
Other positions open will vary by college but may
include:
1 Secretary/Treasurer.
1 or 2 Executive Council Member(s) at Large.
I Homecoming Queen Candidate.

Remember to vote on Sept. 17. In
addition to these offices, colleges will
be voting on such matters as:
Coats of Arms,
and (perhaps) visitation and
constitutions.
lf'you want your voice to be heard,
register your opinion at the ballot box.
Stay Informed, Commuters: Look for
announcements in the Residential College display
case near the Curris Center first floor information
booth and visit your college's hall soon and often.
You are a vital part of the
Residential College program.

Fall -Rush 96'
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Sunday
5:30p.m. Smokin at the Dutch
Invitation Only
Any Questions or Need a Ride

Call 762-3865 or the Sigma Pi House at 753-9030
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SPORTS

Duckwall leads golfers
into Racer Hall of Fame to ninth at Planter's

MSU inducts 5 athletes
STAFF REPORT

Frank Head, Lee McCormick, Valerie
Lemoignan, Larry Ringer and Harold Loughary
will be inducted into the Racer Athletic Hall of
Fame Oct. 3 in the Curris Center ballroom as
part of Murray State's Homecoming Week festivities.
Head: an All-Ohio Valley Conference linebacker in 1971, graduated in 1972 as the school's
career leader in tackles. He led the Racers in
tackles in 1969 and 1970, and his 158 tackles as
a sophomore in 1969 still stands as the secondhighest mark for a single season at MSU.
McCormickjoined the Racer football team as a
walk-on in 1983 and left as the school's all-time
leading pass receiver in 1985. McCormick holds
MSU career records in receptions (122) and
reception yards (1,837), and his senior year was
highlighted by an All-OVC first team selection
and honorable mention All-American accolades.
Lemoignan, a lOth-place fmisher in the heptathlon at the 1984 NCAA Outdoor Track and
Field Championships, still owns MSU records in
two indoor events and three outdoor events. A
member of an OVC record-setting 4x400-meter
relay squad, Lemoignan left MSU with nine
school marks.

Racer Hall of Famers

Bv EDDIE

Murray State is inducting the following MSU
athletes into the Racer Athletic Hall of Fame

SPORTS STAFF WRITER

Oct. 3.

The men's golf team finished
ninth at the two-day Union
Planter's Classic Monday in
Jackson, Mo.. with a 36-holc
score of 623 at the Bent Creek
Golf Course.
Arkansas State won the tournament hosted by Southeast
''
Intercollegiate.
Missouri State with a 591, six
shots ahead of Morehead State.
The Racers, led by senior
Buddy Hewitt
Bryan Duckwall's 154 and top25 finishes from freshmen
Jason Jarvi and Ken Co'.nkle, qualifiers, and 1 hope they will for the MSU lnterco11egiat.e.
gave the Racers their second- improve this weekend at the
The two-day, 54-hole tournaday total of 311. Duckwall, a Murray State Intercollegiate."
ment will open Friday with a
senior, placed 21st individualThe Racers will welcome shotgun start at 8 a .m. to begin
ly, 13 strokes ~hind Robert Western Kentucky, LouiRville, the first two rounds. The final
Russell of Missouri-Kansas Tennessee-Martin,
Eastern round on Saturday will begin at
City.
Kentucky, TennE!ssee Tech, 7:30a.m.
"The performance of the play- Arkansas State, Southeast
"I hope we play well enough
ers was lower than what I Missouri State, Southwest to defend our championship,"
thought it would be," said head Missouri State, Wright State, Hewitt said. "'We should do well
coach Buddy Hewitt. "They Evansville and Morehead State since we will be on our hor,ne
shot better than that in the to Miller Memorial Golf Course course."

Frank Head - Football - 1968 - 1972
Lee McCormick - Football - 1983 - 1985
Valerie Lemoignan- Track- 1981 ·1986
Larry Ringer - Golf • 1965 • 1967
Harold Loughary - Basketball/Baseball - 1946 - 1950
Source: MSU Sports Information
Jon Lowry/Graphics Manager

Ringer was an All-American golfer and team
MVP in 1967 after leading the Racers to second
place in the OVC Tournament. The winner of the
1966 MSU Invitational and school record-holder
with a 54-hole score of 204 (68-67 -69) is currently competing on the PGA Senior Tour.
Loughary lettered in basketball and baseball
from 1946-50, finishing second on the Racers'
1950 squad in scoring. A standout shortstop,
Loughary played professional baseball upon his
departure from MSU.
The induction ceremony will follow the banquet, which is slated for 6:30 p.m. Tickets are
$15 and are available by calling the MSU athletic ticket office at 502-762-4895 before Oct. 1.

Eyecare Specialties

(All services strictly confidential)

soft contacts, exam, follow up care,
cleaning kit, and sunglasses

$119

NEED AFFORDABLE
AUTO INSURANCE?

Free Pregnancy Tests

Offers these EyeCare Savings

Dally
Wear*

' ' The performance of the players was
lower than what I thought it wouJd be.
They shot better than that in the qualifiers, and I hope they will improve this
weekend at• the Murray State

Welcome Back!

Dr. Kevin .M. Adams

$99

GRANT

Hours

Extended
Wear*

1 0°/o off complete pair of Rx glasses or
sunglasses with MSU 10.

lOa.m.-noon & lp.m.-5p.m. Monday to Wednesday
lOa.m.-noon & lp.m. to 7p.m. Thursday

@ LifeHouse
-

A C E

A UT 0 ·

Is The Answer

Care Center for Women

1506 Chestnut St.- across from the I&T Building

We quote fourteen companies each time.
You get the lowest price everytime.

Call 753-5891
Ace Auto
A Diviason of Western Ky. lns.

753-0700

302 N. 12th St.

.
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Sunset Boulevard Music
# 7 Dixieland Center on Chestnut St.

Just 1 Blockfrom MSU Dorms!!!
Monday- Saturday 10 a.m.- 6 p.m.
753-0113
·:·
y
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SPORTS

'Breds greet 10 walk-ons to
baseball tryouts for '97 team
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS STAff WRITER

In the feature film "Rudy," a boy from,a
s rnall Indiana town dreams of one day
playing football for Notre Dame. A similar
story could be told about a handful of men
who want to be a part of the Murray S~ate
baseball team.
At a meeting Tuesday in the Carr Health
Building, 10 young men began their trek to
be a part of the 1997 Thoroughbred squad.

PERSONALS
Some say •save tho best for lasr but we
did it flr&t! Thanks ,\XA lor an awesome
milc8f. Let's do ·It again sometime. Love,
•
The Sisters of AIA
AOil New Members: We are so proud

of you You guys are doing great! Love.
Your sisters In AOn .
What does Friday the 13th and camping
equal? AIA retreat! Tonight is going to
be awesome girls! See you around the
campt11e!
Plodgoa Congrala on w1nning tha nKA
dance. You are awesome. • sl$1ers or
Ar~

Thanks Julie lor all your hard work plan·
nlng the box supper. ll was great! Love,
your sisters In AOfl .
Raule DaZZle AIA New members!
Koop up tho Alpha Spirit. We • you
girts

'
AOn New Members: We are so proud
of you. You guys are doing greatl Love,
your sisters fn AOn
A I~ Coaches Thsnlls lor enOthet great
coach's party • si$te111 ol ArA.

lnt8fested In going through Fraternity
Rush? Thero will be an Information
Moe1tng-oo Sunday Sept15 at 7 p.m. In
Currls Cantor Th031re Go Greok!
V'IQlets to my D1amond Sis Susan Stan·
loy' You're .a ternfiC Alpha I 11• , Mandy
Thanks Julie lor all your hard work plan·
n1ng the bOx supper. ll was groaU Love,
your slsten~ln A Oil

NOTICE
PSORIASIS SUFFERERS • New end
approved spray clops itchy !Iaiiy, red
&tin or 100% money bllek. No side
olfocts. Works when overy1hmg else
falls. Cllll now BOO.Sl·SPRAY.
AttentiOil All Student Organlzatlor!a:
Homec:om1ng Is October 5th. ~ppuca·
tlOns lor Queen. banners, and parade
ore In SGA olflce Stop'b)l or c.M762Ij951.

Each of them filled out the required forms
and found out whether or not they met all
academic eligibility requirements before
being instructed to meet with MSU trainer
Alan Lollar prior to Thursday's first tryout
session.
They were then briefed on what would be
expected of them as well as what head
coach Mike Thieke would be looking for,
including speed and a strong throwing
arm.
The prospects were told to try out for

MOBILE HOME LOANS • 5~ down,
refinancing, equity loan Free sellers
package. land or home loans. Green
Tree Fmanc1al, 800·895·1900. Nation's
leading mobile home lender.•
.Fundraiser • Plan now for the Fall.
Great opportunity for motivated and
orgamzed groups to earn $500. promoting top clients at your campus. Call
Gina to get priority for the best Fall
dates. Call Gina at (800} 592·2121
ext.110
.FREE T·SHIRT+ $1000. Credit card
tundr81Sers for fraternities, soronhes &
groups. Any campus organization& can
raise up to $1000 by eamtng a whop·
p1ng $5.00/ VISA appticafion. can 1·
800-932·0528 ext. 65. ouahlied caners
rece111e FREE T.SHIRT.
GOV'T FORECLOSED homes for pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax, Repo's,
REO's Your Area. Toll Free {1) 800989-9n8 Ext. H-7508 for current list·
ings
ABSOLUTE AUCTION· September 17,
10 a.m Modem Apparel Manufacturing
equipment Complete tiquldatlon, diverSified apparel, Pulaski, VA. 175 sewing
machines ruu 11118 of finishing. spraadU!g
& cuttJng, bias & packaging eqUipment,
plant a1r compressor ilnd more. Woltz &
Assoc., Inc. Brokers & Auctioneers
(VA11321) 800-551·3588
BE YOUR OWN BOSS • Earn $2,500
part·Ume, $8,000 full-ttme per month
processing msurance claims for health·
care providers. Software purchase
required plus computer. Financing
available. 800-722-SAMS.
EXCELLENT PROFITS, LOG HOME
WHOLESALERS· Join proven t8 year
log manufacturer. 16 kiln-dried log
styles, starting $9800 Exclusive ternto·
ry , Mr. Buck 800-321-5647, Old·Timer
Log Homes.
New double wldes, owner financ1ng .
Bankruptcy OK. Land or home pack·
ages ava1lable statewide. Husky Homes

HELP WANTED
FIREFIGHTERS • No experience nee·
essary. Paid tnunmg with excellent ben·

efits. Paid relocation to HS diploma
grads ages 17·34. can 800·284-e289.
Hundreda Of Stuclentl A,. Earning
FrM Sptlng 8,..k Trlpa a Money!
Sell 8 Trlpa & Go FrMI Bahamaa
Crulae 1279, Cancun 6 Jamaica
S399, Panama City/Daytona 11191
www.aprlngbreaktravel.com 1·800·
878-6388.
$1000's POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
Tlme.j\t Home. Toll Free (1) 800-898·
9n8 Ext. T·7508 for listings
5ales Rep Needed • Immediate opening
at your university. Offering exceptiOnal
pay and vary nexible hours. Call Accent
SorMn Printing 1-80().2443·7941
$1000's POSSIBLE READING BOOKS
Part Time. At Home. Toll FrM. (1) 800898-9n8 Ext. R-7508 for listlngs.COL
DRIVERS (Tractor/trailer) • Travel flrst
claS6 w1th Wemer Enterprises. Vans,
ftats, TCU's, OTR, Regional and dedi·
ceted opportunities. Full benefit pack·
age: First day health and denial. 4401K.
Solo, all teams and owner-operators
welcome, weekly pay and selllerneots.
Paid plates. tolls and ICIIIe tickets. Call
toll tree 800"346·2818.
DRIVERS. J B HUNra WILUNG TO
PAY FOR THE BEST DRIVERS IN THE
INDUSTRY. Beginnmg early '97, drivers
wHh 1 year expenence will start earning
.37e to ..oe a mile. can: B00-2JBHUNT. EOE. Subject to drug screen.
AVON ABC·123 E·Z $$ • Need inde·
pendent sates representatives for holl·
days. Choose hours, choose Income
level. Unlimited income with MLM
option. (76% by telephone) 800-735·
6288.
COVENANT TRANSPORT • All con·
venllonal fleet. 435 Detroit 9 speed.
Orybox/reefer, avg. run 1850 miles,
benefits-AU the good stuff. Exp.. 800·
«1-4394. Grad student 800·338-8428.
DRIVERS. EOE • GET HOME, GET
MILES, GET MONEY • Busy dispatch
needs llatbed dnvers. Must have clean
driving recofd. Offers a good paycheck.
benefits end late modal equipment.
Must be 244 yoars of age, 1 year OTR.
Maverlcll Transportation, Inc. 80(>289-

Rodeo club ropes support
approximately 140 door prizes
which were given away as a
part of the benefit, which
The Murray State Rodeo raiSed about $1,200 for the
Club held their annual Rodeo club. Those involved were
Roundup benefit ~aturday at pleased with the turnout,
the West Kentucky Exposition especially with the amount of
Center.
out-of•town spectators.
Events included an introFirst-year head
coach
duction of this year's team as Tommy Yeater is optimistic
well as a showcase of the about the club's upcoming seaevents included in a regular son, which starts Nov. 21-23
rodeo. There were also oppor- with the Fall Rodeo at the
tunities for people to join the Expo Center. This years team
rodeo boosters club.
has t.he largest membership in
Local merchants donated the history of the club.
BY EDDIE GRANT

Srolrls STAFF WIITBI

their best position rather than just a spot
on the team. A wallvon has made three of
the last five Thoroughbred squads.
The first tryout session was to rate the
speed of the potential walk-ons with timed
60-yard sprints, with a possible chance to
display hitting ability with a few rounds in
the batting tunnel.
The 'Breda finished the 1996 regular season at 19-29, earning a seventh seed in the
Ohio Valley Conference Tournament with
a conference record of 6-14.

SIGN PRO • Opening soon in Shel·
byvllle. KY Is accepting appf1C81lons for
a graphic designer computer ope111tor.
Dul1es Include computer graphic
design. layout, production, usembly
and estimating. Submit salary history
and references to: Gary Miller, Land·
mark Community Newspapers. P.O.
Bo)( 649, Shelbyville, KY 40066.
'

1100.

$600 TO $800 PEA WEEK WITH • No
aKpelienca necessary! Now hiring indl·
viduals interested m becoming proles·
sional truck drivers with tra1ning assistance available. Call: 800-467·3806.
HAROLD IVES TRUCKING· Hiring dri·
vers. Free driver lralning ..lf you quality.
Students welcome. E)(penence pay up
to 28e per mile. Excellent benefits: BOO·
842;o853.
DRIVERS • Solos, teams, grads. Top

pay to start loaded or empty. Pay for
experience. Benefits. 401K. Assigned
equipment. 22, COL 'A' 800·633-0550,
7 days, ext. EB-7.

FRIENOLY TOYS & GIFTS • Has open·
lngs for dealers. No cash 1nvestmenU
Fantastic toys. Exclusive gifts, home
decor. Chnstmas items. cau ror catslog
and information. 800-488-4875.
DRIVER, COL • Class A Capable at
loading heavy constructiOn equipment.
Apply at 1272 Old Fern Valley Road,
I.Dulsville, Kentucky. Equal Opportunity
Employer.

DRIVERS, OTR • Teams & Singles
Guaranteed home policy. No Northeast
Great health & dental. No load1ng or
unloading. Min. 23, 1 year OTR. COL_
w/HazMat. Paschall Truck Una, Inc
800-848·0405. EEO.
DRIVERS • Top ten pay package In
Industry: 3():32 cents per mile with 1-3
years' experience! All conventional
fiMtl Benefits! 401 Kl Grads welcome.
Boyd Brothers 80()..543-8923 ext. CP·3.

SUCCESSFUL PHARMACEUTICAL
COMPANY • Seeking three key people
In health care profession. Part time, full
lime. Callaoo-696·8797.

Computer Macintosh, 9 MEGS RAM 440
MEG HD. 14• color monitor, pnnter,
Clans Works, QUicken. System Seven
762-6734,753-1163 Albert.

DRIVERS TEAM OPERATION • No
touch loads. Runs betwMn Texas,
South, and Midwest . Conventional walk
In sleepers. Excellent ~Y and benefits.
Hard Runner Express. can 800-8653074,

YAMAHA RAZZ MOPED Electric start
Dependable 2.000 miles No Mora Park·
ing Problema. Can be seen at Rainbow
Sno 1207 Chestnut next to Pier I 7691507.

FENCE ERECTORS • Hiring experienced or tralnMs. Drivers llcensa, drug
test1ng required. Good pay and benefits.
Call or write: West Memphis Fence Co.,
P.O. Box 1565, Wast Mempllts, AR
72303 501·735-1798. Subcontractors
also nMded.

SIGN PRO • Opening soon In Shel·
byville, KY Is accepting apphcations for
a sates manager. Strong outside sates
experience, leadership skills, graphic
design and marketing lmowledge
desln!d. Subm•t salary history and refer·
encas to: Gary Miller, Lalldmatk Com·
murnty Newspapers, P.O. Box 649,
Shelbyville, KY 40066 Equal Opportunity Employer.

BECOME A MEDICAl TAANSCRIP·
TIONIST • Opportunity to worlt at home
Of In ollice typing lor dOctors. Home

EXPERIENCE THE BEAUTY AND
ROMANCE •
a mountain wadding In
Gadinburg. Tenn. Simple to elegant,
ordatned m1nistera, no blood test, no
waiting, honeymoon lodging 800-251!·
6797.

or

FOR SALE
!GAUNA FOR SALE • cage and aoces·
sories included. Must sell. Phone
Frankfort 502-227-4963.

DRIVERS, IS YOUR PAY PACKAGE IN
THE TOP 10? ·The National Su!Vey of
Dlivor Wages by SignPost, Inc. puts
Roehl at the top of the top 10 pay pack·
ages In the nation. Great home time.
Oualcomm. Drop & swap. 48' and 53'
van or l!atbed 95% no touch. Sign on
bonus. Orlver·tralnera and teams welcome. 800-487·8345.

A BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL WEDDING IN
THE SMOKY MOUNTAINS • Gatlin·
burg's Utlle Log Chapel. Charming.
romantic. Borders national park. A
dream wedd1ng_ to f1t your budget. 800·
5544·1451 . SCP

606·548·2455 . 1·800·4·SEARCH
FINDS ANYONE· Old fnends, ralallvea,
sweethearta, dead beats, adoptions.
unllsteds with nama & addreasaa.
National Search $59.95. Money baok
guarantee. Call nowt 80().4·SEARCHI

DRIVERS REGIONAL FLATBED •
Home wMkends. familY medlcaVdental
Satellite equipped Paid vacations,
401K, $32,000+ annually. One year
OTR required. Phone applications
accept. Wabash Valley. 80().246-6305.

ATIN: EXPERIENCED TRUCK DRIVERS DRIVE TO OWNI· SO~
an miles. Ownership pos$1ble in 18
months. Average 10,000+ miles a
month. Company dnvers· newer equipment Compet1tive pay and benefits.
CaN; New Apple Unes 800-843-8308 or
800-843·338-4 Madison, SO. Mon-Frl 85 p.m. central. cam

MECHANIC • Experienced on construe·
lion equipment and trucha. Appty at
1272 Old Fern Valley Road, Louisville,
Kentucky. Equal Opportun•ty Employer.

study. Free ltterature. P.C.O.I .. Ananta,
Georgia. 80().362·7070 Dept. YYK7442.

WOLFF TANNING BEDS - Tan at
home. Buy erect and save• Cornmerc!al
or home unots from $199.00. Low
monthly payments Free color catalog .
Call today 800-842·1305.

WEDDING BELLS IN THE SMOKIES •
A unt~ue wedding chapel offering
everyttung for less. Special offer. ceremony, pictures. video, Rowers • $110.
Give us a cell . 800-922·2052.
PANAMA CITY BEACH • Sandpiper·
Beaoon Beach Resort, .$ 39 ( 1-4 per·
son}. Restaurant, 3 pools {1 Indoor), hOI
tub. suites up to 10 people. kitchens
with microwaves, tild bar. jet skis. para.
sailing. 800-488-8828.
A BEAUTIFUl CHRISTIAN MAR·
RIAGE • Gatlinburg's Ofialnal wedding
chapels (since 1980). l>hotography,
music, ftoWIII'II. nmos. jaccuz1 suites.
llreplaces. Wedd1ngs lor any budget
Rev. Ed Taylor 800-346-2779.

LOG HOMES. Design se!Vioes. Free
brochure. Honest Abe Log Homes.
3855 Clay County Highway, Dept. CK,
Moss, Tennessee 38575. 800·231·
3695.
20120 WITHOUT Gl.ASSESI • Sale,
rapid, non-surgical, permanent restore·
bon 6·8 wHits. Airline pilot developed.
Doctor approved. Free Information by
mail: 800-422·7320, eiCI. 213, 406-96t •
fax
406·961·5577.
5570,
http://WWW. vislonfreedom.com Satisfaction guaranteed
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT • Otd·
fashioned wedding, Smoky Mountatna
near Gatlinburg, ovenooking river,
horse-drawn carriage, cabins, jacuzzi,
Ofdained ministers. No test or waiting.
HEARTLAND 8()()..448.S697 (VOWS)
MARRY ON A MOUNTAIN· Be married
in OUf magnlfk::ent II'IQUrUalntop chapel
surrounded by trees & awesome vtewa
of the Srnokiesl P1geon Forget For
resenration& 800-729-<4365.

CLASSIFIED ADS
Deadline..•••.• Wed. noon
Hours: Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Closed on weekends
and holidays
RATES (First 20 Worda)
With MSU ID: 15¢ perWOl'd
Without MSU !0; 20¢ per word
Over 20 Worda
Wlth MSU 10: lOC per word
Without MSU 10: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER
THEPtiONEI
Ads may be mailed along with paymentOR placed In W1lson H<d Am,
tH

FOR SALE $750

Murray State
Judicial Board

-

will hold an appeals meeting
Sept. 17, at 6 p.m.
Ohio Meeting Rm.
3rd floor Curris Center.

Join the YMCA today
for only $20/month or $100/semester
•Aerobics

'

•Abdominal Classes

•Free Weights

•Body Toning

•Step Aerobics

•S Iide Aerobics
Exercise class schedule
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12th St. Branch

University Branch

209 N. 12th St.
759-9622 or 759-9699

1510 Chestnut St.
753-4295 or · 753-0288

Hours
Mon.-Thurs. 5:30a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday 5:30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Saturday 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Sunday noon - 5 p.m.

Hours
Mon. - Fri. 6a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday l p.m.- 8 p.m.
Sunday 5 p.m. - 10 p.m.

IThe Murray State News

Coats for kids
Collection sites
established on
MSU campus
STAFF REPORT

It's that time again.
American Humanics classes
are collecting Coats for Kids.
Children's coats of any .size in,
good condition, arc being collected in Sparks Hall, Faculty
Hall, Wells Hall, Carr Health

1 '"~]

NEWS

September 13. 1996

FIRE SAFETY
Continued from Page 1

Building, the Curris Center,
Waterfield
Library
and
Murray Wal-Mart.
A collection center will also
be set up at Stewart Stadium
before the Southern Illinois
game on Sept. 14.
All coats should be donated
. by Sept. 22 so they can be
taken to Boone's Cleaners and
The Clothes Doctor for cleaning.
The coats will be handed out
at the Community Resource
Fair on Sept. 28.

with fraternity and sorority
houses getting violations,"
Haneline said.
Of the 9 fraternity and sorority
houses · inspected by
Haneline last year 7 were cited
for fire code violations.
"One problem is that we deal
y,.;th different people every
year. That person will do what
they need to do for that period
to meet regulations but the
new person coming in doesn't
know anything about it."
Because of this Haneline said
he takes more time to explain
the violations and how to correct them to fraternity and
sorority members.
The expense of correcting vio-

have a positive effect on the
quality
of future students.
Continued from Page 1
"The highly competitive,
accredited four-year colleges. strong students are Looking for
The school's classification is a program that will challenge
based on a combination of ele- them and that has a strong
ments including the quality of academic program. With this
incoming students, national rating from a national organitest scores, class rank, precol- zation that has nothing to gain
lege curriculum, number of fac- - a very unbiased organizaulty and the student to facu lty tion - it will make students
take a more serious look at
ratio.
Bryan said the rating will Murray State."

lations and meeting codes adds
to the problem of keeping the
houses safe because some organizations do not have the funds
to undertake ·major projects.
McKeel said that his chapter's house usually receives 3 to
5 minor violations per inspection. He estimated that it usually costs $35 to $50 to fix the
violations.
"When everything is in place,
the expense isn't that much,
but when you have to replace
fire extinguishers and make
other repairs, it can really add
up," McKeel said.
Members of Alpha Gamma
Rho have learned this first
hand. The fraternity has just
completed several repairs to
their house including new
smoke detectors, exit signs,

ANTHONY

recharged fire extinguishers,
and updating emergency lighting system. The Alpha Gamma
Rho house is over 30 years old
and President Greg Hall said
the old system was just worn
out.
"We haven't gotten the final
bill yet," he said. "B.ut it's going
to be quite expensive. Our
alumni is going to pay a large
portion for us but we're going to
have to pick up some of the
bill."
Despite the problems of
maintaining a safe house all of
the fraternities and sororities
interviewed claim they take
fire safety very seriously. Each
house has regula r fire drills
and emergency exit plans to
comply with fire safety regulations.

Continued from Page 1

enough to go"pro.
"After graduation, I would
like to work in marketing or
advertising, but r thought r
might also want to get my mas·
ter's degree. There are a lot of
avenues for me to take and I
feel like 1 am in a good position
right now."
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YOUR ADVERJISINO DOLlARS WITH AN AD IN
The Murray State News
Do you have an opinion? If so, send it to The News,
care of Jonathan Oliver at I ll Wilson Hall.
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WEST WOOD AT THE "Y"
P.O. BOX 292
PARIS, TN 38242
(901) 642-7714
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Produced by Murray State University's student newspaper

"Jack''

Visit us on the World Wide Web at

(PG-13)

http://www.thenews.org

•BARGAtN MATINEE'S

Produced by Tbe Murray State News in
cooperation with LDOJ Inc.-Clearly the Best!

S.lW'day • 8ullday Only
•MBU NJOBTS;
1UMibyA Wednu4ay

To subscribe to IDDNet call t-800-455-16o8

REMEMBER • DON tT DRINK AND DRIVE

~e

Mon

The Murray State News

pt.

Ads may be mailed along
with payment to:

5 p.m.

IFC Hotdogger (T-room Curris Center)

Classifleds Department,
Tile Murray Stale News
2609 University Station
Murray, KV 42071-
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~~
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Mr. ~~rizza

See Classified section for ratesl
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CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadline ....... Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday

\ .....i. ...

8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

room

Thu

Frid

t. 19
20

GOLFMART
•I~

~----S-o-ut-hs-id-e-Sh-op-p-in-g-Ce-n-te-r----~~---*--~1~,---------Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-6 p.m
Sunday 12:30-S p.m.

GOLFMART

Glendale

of Murray

.

Come see Western Kentucky's largest
assortment of golf equipment!
Featuring all major pro-line brands of golf equipment at discount prices
including women's and left-handed equipment.

615-1 S. 12th St.

759-5711
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